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11 Feb 2018

Hi all. I have had it in my heart for some time to write on interesting matters that
come across my desk. I am a great lover of the science of the bible with all its
many side issues from fish to fowl and astronomy. Anything really of interest
can crop up. I will also include a pet love of mine: naval warfare. Bible history
is another area of interest so I have a few ideas here as well. So come along and
enjoy what I have to say. I will try for a bi-monthly article (that’s every two
weeks) and will take it from there.
FOSSIL TREES
On a recent visit to the small village of Clarens in the Free State I purchased a
piece of petrified (petrified= turned to stone) wood from a roadside vendor.
Measuring about 200mm long with a 100mm diameter it appears to be part of
branch of a pine tree or from a young tree. It is most heavy for its relatively
small size. The growth rings are readily seen.
Such fossil specimens are formed when plant material like wood is buried
underground and protected from decay due to oxygen deprivation. Rotting
agents and organisms are thus not able to activate. Groundwater rich in
dissolved solids seeping through the soil replaces the plant material with silica
and calcite. The wood then hardens in time as it takes on the nature of stone
while retaining its outer bark structures and growth rings.
For wood that is felled and left lying on the surface of the ground exposed to the
elements, the presence of oxygen in the air will accelerate its de-composition by
encouraging rotting as a normal part of weathering. It would at the same time be
attacked by wood boring insects and those other insect types attracted to rotting
wood.
For an animal that is killed and left exposed on the ground it would soon be
scavenged by animals and birds and insects until the carcass bones are left bare
and bleached in the hot sun. These bones in due time calcify, take on a white
appearance and become brittle. This is the story of animals in the various game
parks. They die and are eaten; their bones are left exposed to the sun and
eventually calcify.

Of course in the case of the trees, a large volume of water is needed to entomb
them for the petrification or fossilisation process to be activated. Water is a
vital active ingredient. In a totally dry environment petrification may not occur
or maybe at best be slowed down.
The commonly held opinion of trees falling in a wetland and becoming coal is
incorrect. So too is the idea that such falling of trees took place over vast
periods of time for the coalfields to be developed. Such trees would rot because
of the presence of oxygen. Instead the trees would have needed to be uprooted
in a major upheaval and then entombed underground almost in a single action.
Such events are not common across the world but then the evidence and
existence of the worldwide coalfields require just such a major upheaval of
worldwide effect.
For shell fish, these are generally of the bi-valve type where an organism is
protected within a hardened shell; having a valve which opens and closes for
feeding purposes. If the shell is disturbed it will immediately close its valve as a
form of protection. The muscle holding the valve closed tires with time so it
will open again if not disturbed. If the organism is removed from its
environment, the sea for instance, then the valve will initially close but then reopen and if left to itself it will die with the valve open. In the event of a
catastrophe however the organism could become encased in mud which will dry
and harden in time thereby trapping the dead organism and petrification would
set in. This is how fossils in general are formed.
In the town of Clarens there is a shop dealing in semi-precious stones like agate,
garnet and tiger’s eye and the like, as well as fossils. On display is a large
ammonite shellfish with a display note that it is ‘millions of years old’. On
seeing this specimen I could not resist the temptation to tell the shopkeeper that
the aging as shown was incorrect and that it should read ‘millions of years old in
accordance with evolutionary perceptions’. Unfortunately, he did not appreciate
my comment. Possibly, bad for business. For him its important to perpetuate the
lie of ‘millions of years’. His potential customers after all have been
conditioned to receive ‘millions of years’ as a scientific fact.

Worldwide disasters would fall into the category of volcanic and tsunami
catastrophes with earthquakes being a major consideration as well. All these
impact the environment and creatures trapped underground may certainly
become fossils if conditions allow for petrification.
Fossils in the form of bones, shells, vegetable matter, insects, fish and animal in
sizes up to large whales are found worldwide suggesting a worldwide
catastrophe occurred at some time in the past during which event the fossils
were laid down. The extensive coalfields found across the world are the product
of the vegetation that was destroyed in just such an inundation and covered by
mud as the waters ran off to fill the ocean basins. Many coalmines contain
polystratic trees; those trees protruding through more than one seam of coal,
which would not have happened under normal circumstances of trees falling in
a wetland.
Only the bible story offers a reasonable explanation as to the agent of this
worldwide disaster when even the highest mountains were covered (Gen 7:20).
The story of a worldwide flood is also in the cultural memory of many people
across the world. Interestingly, in the Chinese language the word for ‘flood’ is
the composition of three words: 1) water 2) boat and 3) the number eight.
1 Peter 3:20 “Which sometimes were disobedient, when once the longsuffering
of God waited in the days of Noah, while the ark was a preparing, wherein few,
that is, eight souls were saved by water”.
Only 8 saved: Noah, his 3 sons and their 4 wives.
From the biblical record it may be accurately calculated that the flood of Noah
occurred 1656 years after the creation of Adam. Further, it can be determined
that Jesus was born in the 4000th year from Adam, which is 2344 years after the
flood, to which we add the 2018 years to advance to the present time meaning
that the flood of Noah took place only 4,362 years ago in accordance with
biblical chronology and not the ‘multi-millions of years’ that the evolutionists
so readily declare.

MACblog #2

11 Feb 2018

The last time I heard from a friend of mine he was most excited having picked
up from You Tube that the earth was flat and he had a number of scripture
verses in support. Of course it must be realised that anything can be placed on
You Tube and mostly the content is speculative. It certainly is not a reliable
source of truth. There are enough strange doctrines out there and I did not want
to entertain another.
Anyway thanks to him I decided to do a bit of research so read my article. I
have placed my e-mail address at the end so if you have a point needing clarity
or a general comment then drop me a mail and let us discuss it.

FLAT EARTH
Many people still think along the lines of the earth being flat, as if that should
be a consideration at all. Of course, for someone standing on the southpole they
would be upside down compared to someone standing on the north pole or to
take this further for someone on the equator they would be standing sideways.
But then wherever you stand north, south or at the equator the ground always
seems level and the waters hold their place in the sea. Confusing? Mysteriously
so, but good food for thought.
It was the early Babylonians who first considered a hollow earth as the abode
of the departed spirits. The Egyptians for that matter thought of a flat square
shaped earth much the same as a room of a house may be square. The side walls
then represented the mountains supporting the sky which was the ceiling of the
room holding the stars.
However, it was Aristotle the Greek, who, on seeing ships gradually disappear
over the horizon and considering the curvature of the shadow of the moon on
the surface of the earth during a solar eclipse and the appearing of new stars
when travelling north or south of a starting point that convinced him of a round
or spherical shape for the earth. Of course, in this modern age, the theory of
evolution now claims that the earth is a ‘flattened spheroid’, where the earth has

developed a widened belly as a result of all the multi-millions of years of
spinning on an axis with the earthy composition gravitating about the equator.
For this reason the highest mountain in the Andes range, Arconcagua in
Argentina, may not have a summit higher , when measured from the centre of
the earth , than does Mount Everest , as is generally asserted in order to give
credence to their ‘flattened spheroid’ claim.
The early bible critics however insisted on a square earth, as the bible speaks of
‘the four corners of the earth’ Rev 7:1. Also in Dan 4:10,11 ‘------and I saw,
and behold a tree in the midst of the earth, and the height thereof was great.
The tree grew, and was strong, and the height thereof reached unto heaven,and
the sight thereof to the end of all the earth’. While denying its obvious
allegorical implication in favour of a literal understanding of this verse, the
critics is for a centrally positioned tree to be viewed by all from all points on the
earth; therefore, the earth must be flat. Again, as another example, in Matt 4:8 ‘--the devil taketh him (Jesus) up into an exceeding high mountain, and showeth
him all the kingdoms of the world---’ showing again that the earth must be flat
otherwise not all kingdoms would be viewable. Then in Rev 1:7, we read with
the second coming of Christ that ‘every eye shall see him’, again suggesting that
this would only be possible with a flat earth.
Yet it was Eratosthenes, a Greek of Libyan birth, who studied in Alexandria in
Egypt and who lived approximately 276-195 BC, that is credited as being the
first person to attempt to measure the size of the earth by mathematical means.
At that time he lived in present day Aswan, in southern Egypt, where the Aswan
dam is now located on the Nile River. He knew that the recognised distance to
the city of Alexandria, located on the Mediterranean Sea in northern Egypt, was
5,000 stadia due north, with a stadia being a measurement of 220 yards or 1/8th
mile. This would place the distance at 625 miles or 1,000 kilometres. On the day
of their summer solstice on 21 March at local noon time on the Tropic of
Cancer, vertical poles were placed in the ground at both places and with the sun
directly overhead the angles of the shadows so cast were measured and a
difference of 7.2 degrees determined. This difference provided him with a
mathematical basis for calculating the circumference of the earth at 250,000
stadia or 31,250 miles/50,000 kilometres by dividing 360 degrees (in a circle) by
7.2 degrees, giving a fraction of 1/50th , meaning that the distance between the
two cities was 1/50th of the circumference of the earth.
Alexandria is located at 31°12'N latitude and Aswan 24°05'N latitude, giving a
difference of 7°07' which converts to a distance of 491.83miles/786.93
kilometres at the accepted base rate of 69.11miles/110.58 kilometres to a degree
or the equivalent of 3,935 stadia in terms of modern day GPS determination.
This distance is a lot less than the 5,000 stadia Eratosthenes used in his

calculation. Lines of latitude are equally spaced north or south of the equator at
69.11 miles per degree. For lines of longitude however, these lines narrow and
converge the further out you are out from the equator. The closer to the north
and south poles the fewer the number of miles in a degree. Also, at this distance
of 3,935 stadia, the circumference of the earth shrinks to 24,591.50
miles/39,346.4 kilometres, which closely matches the generally accepted
distance of 24,900 miles/39,840 kilometres. It would seem that nothing was
wrong with Eratosthenes’ mathematics other than his assumption of 5,000
stadia being incorrect, yet this circumference of the earth as so calculated was
subsequently rejected in favour of a smaller distance of 18,000 miles/28,800
kilometres, as calculated by Ptolemy, another Egyptian.
It was this Ptolemy who initially conceived an earth centred system for the
heavens. He had the sun in orbit about a central earth with the two minor
planets, Mercury and Venus, in orbit about the sun. All other known planets, at
that time being only Mars, Jupiter and Saturn orbited the earth and sun from a
position beyond the orbit of the sun. This system was understood and accepted
as being correct until the time of Copernicus when he looked for an easier way
of explaining the movements of the planets because the Ptolemaic system could
not adequately account for all the many idiosyncrasies in the system, such as
retrograde motion.
Christopher Columbus (1451-1506) was an Italian who in due time lived in
Spain and is said to have possibly visited both the British Isles and Iceland as
well as travelling south around the bulge of West Africa. He was the first to
conceive the idea of sailing west to reach the east. At that time it was generally
accepted by learned men that the earth was round although the actual size of the
earth did present a problem. In 1485 and again in 1488 Columbus approached
King John 11 of Portugal for the financing of an expedition of 3 ships to forge a
route across the westward (Atlantic) ocean in search of the eastern lands of
India, China and Japan. However, Bartholomew Diaz had by 1488 successfully
rounded the Cape of Good Hope at the southern tip of the African continent thus
opening the way to India and the Far East. As a result of this King John 11 of
Portugal lost interest in the fanciful ideas of Columbus and so Columbus
consulted Queen Isabella of Castille (Spain) which support was in due time
granted and between 1492 and 1503 Columbus successfully completed four
round trip voyages between Spain and the Americas which marked the
beginning of European exploration and colonization of the two American
continents. It could be that Columbus presented an earth size of 18,000
miles/28,800 kilometres, as determined by Ptolemy, when before Queen Isabella
of Spain in 1486 and presenting his ambition of sailing westwards to India
and China, both of which were known to lay to the east with Marco Polo

having visited China by an overland route in the year 1275. He successfully
convinced her that these two countries and the Spice Islands were only some
2,400 miles distant to the west, instead of the actual distance of almost 10,000
miles, with him not knowing that the width of the north American continent and
the vast Pacific Ocean lay in between.
With the Queen’s blessing and her granting of financial support Columbus set
out for his first voyage in the year 1492 with 3 ships, the Nina, the Pinta and the
Santa Maria, manned by a total of 120 men. While he might have made landfall
on the eastern seaboard of the present USA, in the regions of the Carolinas, a
storm had caused him to sail further to the south to make landfall on the
Bahamas islands on Oct 12. While in three subsequent voyages sailing
throughout the Caribbean area and visiting Cuba and Haiti amongst others
islands he was utterly convinced that he had achieved his goals in finding the
Spice Islands, ‘the indies’. To this day, his error of judgment is preserved in
posterity for the naming of that area ‘the west indies’ and the mainland
inhabitants ‘indians’, not realising that both the American continent and the
Pacific Ocean had still to be crossed. Of course, many still warned of a flat earth
expecting the ships to fall off the edge at the horizon and this fact is remembered
in geography with the most westerly point in Portugal being named Cape
Finisterre----latin : finis = the end , terre=of the earth; the end of the earth.
Other explorers soon followed Columbus and much exploration and
colonization took place and in order to keep the peace between two rival
Catholic countries, Spain and Portugal, Pope Alexander VI in the year 1494
signed the Treaty of Tordesillas between these two major Catholic countries,
which saw an imaginary line of longitude, located some 2,200 kilometres to the
west of the Canary Islands, divide the whole world outside of Europe between
these two nations, irrespective of the rights of the indigenous inhabitants, giving
the regions to the west of this line to Spain and to the east to Portugal. This
imaginary line passed through Brazil and is the reason why today Portuguese is
spoken in Brazil and Spanish in the rest of South America. Spain, in due time,
also laid claim to Mexico and Cuba and the present day southern USA states of
Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, California and Washington.
Portugal thus concentrated its voyages of explorations to Africa and the east,
establishing colonies in Angola and Mozambique on the African continent, Goa
on the Indian Sub-continent and Macao on the Chinese mainland near present
day Hong Kong.

MACblog #3
‘Sun, stand thou still’
In the book of Joshua chapter 10, verses 12 and 13, we read that when doing
battle against the 5 Canaanite kings of Jerusalem, Hebron, Jarmuth, Lacish and
Eglon, Joshua prayed to the Lord and implored the Sun and the Moon to stand
still:
vs 12 Then spake Joshua to the Lord in the day when the Lord delivered up the
Amorites before the children of Israel : “Sun stand thou still upon Gibeon and
thou Moon in the valley of Ajalon”.
vs 13 And the Sun stood still and the Moon stayed until the people had avenged
themselves upon their enemies. So the Sun stood still in the midst of heaven and
hasted not to go down about a whole day.
According to the knowledge and understanding of science in this day and age
this series of events could have occurred if the earth had ceased for a time from
its daily prescribed rotation on its axis and orbit of the Sun. We must therefore
ask ourselves: are such respective events possible? Are we to understand from
the scriptures that the earth suddenly stopped in its daily rotation about its axis
as well as maybe also its orbital path about the Sun?
Of course there is an apparent anomaly here which you may have noticed. The
Sun is commanded to stand still when as we all know it is already stationary and
located at the centre of our solar system. That is after all an uncontested,
undisputed, unequivocal, incontrovertible, unmistakable fact of modern science.
This established and absolute fact is foundational to all of modern day
astronomy. Is the Bible therefore in error? We know the Moon to be in orbit
about the Earth but surely, the Sun doesn’t move. Of course to us here on a
rotating earth the Sun only appears to move through the heavens; we are told
that it doesn’t really do so but it is the earth that turns. It’s an optical
phenomenon.
Granted the occasion of a stopped earth is highly improbable but certainly not
impossible. Yet it can only be considered possible in the unlikely event that
another heavenly body of sufficient size and mass was to approach the earth so
as to disrupt its regular daily movements in the heavens. Greek Mythology,

interestingly, affords ample grounds for such thought as its mythology is to a
large extent centred on a war in the heavens; which sees the planet Mars doing
battle with the planet Venus. Both these planets are our immediate and opposite
neighbours we would be very much caught up in the middle of any
mythological battle in the heavens and just maybe there is an element of truth
here as most mythology is a corruption of truth. What about a comet? Would the
arrival of a comet not provide sufficient impetus and energy to likewise disrupt
the earth which in turn would cause us to consider the sun and moon stopped.
While this may sound absurd one must understand that should the head of
the comet be of sufficient size and substance it could possibly affect the dual
motions of the earth and in so doing give the appearance that the sun and moon
are stationary as stated in this passage of scripture.
Yet in the preceding two verses of scripture we find support for the idea that
either a planet or a comet or a meteorite was responsible:
vs 10 And the Lord discomforted them (ie the Amorites) and slew them with a
great slaughter at Gibeon and chased them along the way that goeth up to BethHoran and smote them to Azekah and unto Makkedah.
vs 11 And it came to pass as they fled from before Israel and were in the going
down to Beth-Horan that the Lord cast down great stones from heaven upon
them unto Azekah and they died; they were more which died with hailstones
than they whom the children of Israel slew with the sword.
The Hebrew word used for ‘meteorites’ is barad ; being meteors or extraterrestrial rocks that land on the surface of the earth. These may not be
hailstones, being blocks of frozen water according to our understanding,
although to affirm the scriptures, meteorological conditions at the time may
have favoured the formation of hailstones. It seems therefore that at that time
the sun and moon stood still a cataract of meteorites and accompanying
hailstones fell upon the earth in such vast quantities so as to kill more of the
enemy than the children of Israel could kill with the sword.
Are we therefore entitled on the basis of the book of Joshua to assume that at
some date in the biblically recorded historical past the earth was suddenly
disrupted in its usual daily orbital and axial motions by another heavenly object;
be it a planet or a comet? Such a question has so many implications that it
should not be made thoughtlessly, for it must be realised that points on the outer
layers of the rotating earth located near the equator, for instance, would move at
a higher linear velocity than points on the inner layers, while all layers would

have the same angular or orbital speed. Consequently, if the earth was to
suddenly stop rotating the inner layers might come to a standstill sooner than
the outer layers, while these outer layers would still tend to go on rotating,
albeit, slowing down and by so doing grossly distort the surface of the earth.
Such action would produce massive amounts of friction between these strata
layers and would also cause mountains or even continents to rise and fall.
At the same time temperatures so generated within the earth would cause many
volcanoes to form immediately to act as agents for release of the extremely high
temperatures building up inside the earth and also act as outlets for molten rocks
and lava, smoke and gases. Earthquake activity would be tremendous right
across the world, dwarfing present day earthquakes by their intensity with
continuously sustained seismic activity.
Of course in this scenario one must also ask about the waters held in the major
ocean basins. An expectation that they would overflow all continents is not
unreasonable. What about the natural forests of the world? Would they not be
consumed by fire and/or water? What about man, beast and bird? How would
they survive? No Noah’s Ark this time.
In short, there would be massive destruction on a global scale. But God
promised, according to 11 Pet 3:4-7, not to again judge the world by water, but
then these scriptures are not telling us of a worldwide judgment from God, such
as in the days of Noah, but rather a localised judgment on the Amorites.
In this instance, however, no matter what happened, the earth survived. Did
some unknown and yet to be discovered mechanism cushion the slowing down
and stopping effect of the earth? Or has our understanding of the working of the
heavens caused us to misinterpret and therefore misunderstand the Bible. Has
the government instituted educational system purposefully taught and
indoctrinated us from an early age with an anti-God-of the-Bible philosophy
which tells us that the earth, and not the sun, is in motion. We know this
indoctrination to be true in the ‘creation versus evolution’ debate but is there
perhaps another deception being perpetrated against us. If so, have we then been
brought up in a deception from an early age and if so; why so? Have we been
beguiled to such an extent that our natural spirit of enquiry has been dulled and
we now merely accept the status quo without thinking and questioning? Has it
put our curiosity to sleep and imbued us with a sense of self-assurance that
nothing earth-shaking can dislodge us from our daily comfortable lives?
But then if the Bible is true concerning a rotating Moon and Joshua was well
able to command it to stop in its orbit about the Earth then what are we to make
of his command for the Sun to stand still? Do we steer clear of confronting this

apparent anomaly? Do we let it go and turn the page so to speak? What is the
truth? After all we want nothing less than the truth.
History of course offers no support by way of major worldwide catastrophes
concurrent with the events of Joshua 10, so obviously this aforementioned
catastrophic cosmic scenario did not happen, which may be interpreted that the
earth did not slow down or be disrupted in its dual movements about the sun, so
the question must be asked: Is the Bible not perhaps correct in its declaration
that the sun stood still which then implies that the sun, like the moon, is in
motion, while the Earth is at rest.
Whatever happened that day, however, one thing is clear; it was a most unusual
day. The Bible records in vs 14 ‘And there was no day like that before it or after
it, that the Lord hearkened unto the voice of man: for the Lord fought for Israel.’
That voice was the prayer of Joshua, imploring the Sun and the Moon to stand
still, which prayer God honoured in a most unique and never to be
repeated manner : ‘And the sun stood still, and the moon stayed-----‘ vs 13.
Surely had God wanted a rotating earth to stop He could have said just that.
Instead He spoke directly and specifically to the sun and moon and this is
verified by ‘the sun and moon stood still in their habitation’ (Hab 3:11).
Well our understanding of the heavens and the movements of the planets is
based firmly and decisively on the CGKN foursome; that’s Copernicus, Galileo,
Kepler and Newton. It is on the teachings of these four gentlemen that the whole
world hangs its astronomical beliefs. Whatever they say is taken as
‘gospel’; being accepted without question, as if they be some demigods. Of
course in the 2,000 years before Copernicus the world believed in an earth
centred system with the sun, moon and planets in orbit about the earth, such as
the model designed by Ptolemy of Alexandria in Egypt. While his model did
not and could not explain all the many idiosyncrasies of the observed heavens it
was nonetheless accepted as being compatible with the Bible, which book, it
should be noted, in all its many references is always earth centred.
It would also seem that, unlike today, in the former years people actually
believed the Word of God to be true, authoritative and inerrant. This in itself is
not surprising as our belief in the Bible should be based upon its truths and not
on what the scientific community might say. Yet we, as Christians, willingly
believe the scientists at the expense of the scriptures. What has happened to the
old adage ‘God said it, I believe it and that settles it’, as an expression of our
faith in God’s Word, even though our understanding of the mechanics may be
lacking.

While the pre-Copernicus belief was an earth centred system and the Catholic
Church strongly upheld the scriptures in this regard, to believe otherwise could
see you brought before the Roman Inquisition for questioning and possible
punishment by torture or even death if you did not align your beliefs to what
they dictated. Accordingly, Copernicus and especially Galileo had to guard
their words but this did not deter them from voicing their personal opinions
concerning the movement of the planetary realm and setting them in writing. In
this respect they must be highly commended.

MACblog #4

25.02.2018

The Half Shekel
Hi all my fellow readers. My daughter-in-law in Cape Town drew my attention
to this recent announcement made by Israel concerning the newly minted silver
half-shekel coin, which shows the face of USA President Donald Trump partly
imposed onto that of King Cyrus.
Temple organizations have issued a half-shekel coin, the likes of which the Torah mandates
every Jewish male must donate to the Temple, with a weight of 9.5 grams in real silver.
On the facade of the coin is a picture of the Temple with the inscription "Half Shekel." On the
other side is the figure of US President Donald Trump, alongside Cyrus, King of Persia, who
made the building of the Second Temple possible. Below them is the inscription, “Cyrus Balfour - Trump - Declaration 2018.”
The producers of the coin say that it is in high demand abroad. Prof. Hillel Weiss, Chairman
of the organization “Hamikdash Betzion” (The Temple in Zion), says that the motivation to
embed the image of the President of the United States on the coin is gratitude for his support
of Israel and especially for the recognition of our sovereignty over Jerusalem. "This is a
historic act for which the Jewish people are grateful," says Weiss, who believes that the
declaration sets off a process at the height of which the Temple will be rebuilt.
“On the other hand, warns Weiss, the coin is a reminder of what happened to those
benevolent kingdoms when they turned back from their great declarations. Cyrus, in the
language of the sages, "missed," was swayed by factions opposed to building the Temple and
halted its construction - and only ruled for three years. And the British Empire, which
renounced and crushed the Balfour Declaration, was shattered as a superpower on the stage
of history. The Trump Declaration must continue with a declaration of the role of the Jews in
establishing the Temple in its place. Only then will President Trump's international ambitions
come true in the Middle East.”

Now for those who may not be familiar with King Cyrus of Persia and his part
played in the history of Israel it must be understood that Persia is modern day
Iran; presently an avowed enemy of Israel, who like the rest of the Islamic
community would want to see the utter annihilation of the state of Israel (Psa
83:4).
In the reign of King Nebuchadnezzar the Jewish nation was taken captive to the
city of Babylon for a pre-determined period of 70 years. This was in fulfilment
of prophecy following the Jews persistent disobedience in following after other
gods (ie pagan gods). The Babylonians destroyed the first temple, which

Solomon had built, put out the eyes of King Zedekiah and killed his two sons
and took all the items of temple furnishings including the drinking chalices as
booty.
The Jew had become a people without a land and a land without a people.
But God had promised that after the 70 years period of exile He would cause
them to return to their land.
Babylon or Babel was the place of the ‘confusing of tongues’ and is retained in
the English language word ‘babble’ (meaning =to utter words in an incoherent
jumble). Babylon has always been symbolic of the pride of man. A pride lifted
up against God and his Son, so it is not surprising to find this to be the seat or
origin of paganism; that which opposes the true God.
At the time of Daniel’s arrival in Babylon, as one of the exiles, the glory and
magnificence of Babylon was well known. Nebuchadnezzar in Dan 4:30 boasts
“The king spake, and said, Is this not great Babylon, that I have built for the
house of the kingdom by the might of my power, and for the honour of my
majesty? Nebuchadnezzar victorious army had brought the Jewish captives
back to Babylon. Among them was the blinded King Zedekiah (2 Kings 25: 713) and the plunder from the temple in Jerusalem (2 Chr 36:7)---Nebuchadnezzar also carried of the vessels of the house of the Lord to Babylon,
and put them in his temple in Babylon and treasures of the king and of his
princes was brought back to Babylon (2 Chr 36:18)---- and all the treasures of
the king, and of his princes; all these he brought to Babylon.
Of particular interest, is the absence of the Arc of the Covenant from the list of
furnishings taken to Babylon as detailed in Jer 52:17-23. What was the destiny
of the Arc? What happened to it? Here the Bible is silent, although there is now
talk of its discovery in Jerusalem. Was it perhaps hidden somewhere in
Jerusalem to prevent it falling into the hands of Nebuchadnezzar? Could it be
that in God’s time the Arc of the Covenant together with Noah’s Ark will be
revealed to sinful man as a demonstration of the truth of God’s Word? But then
maybe it will be too late, for salvation is by faith and not by sight.
The city of Babylon had a series of massive double width walls surrounding it.
These allowed chariots to pass upon and along it. The walls were buttressed by
several massive defensive towers and it had eight access gates. The walls also
spanned the river Euphrates at two points allowing the river to flow under the
walls and through the city, providing a valuable source of drinking water for its

inhabitants.
Into this environment then came the captive Jewish people, paying the price for
their unbelief in the true God and their desire to seek after other gods. It seemed
as if God had said if you want other gods then go and live among them; the
pagans and the heathens.
And so the years came and went and by the river of Babylon they sat down and
remembered Zion. (Psa 137:1--- by the rivers of Babylon, there we sat down,
yea, we wept, when we remembered Zion). How their hearts longed for their
land and their city and their temple. Their joy was completely gone from them
as they considered their circumstances (Psa 137:4 “how shall we sing the Lord’s
song in a strange land?”). But they lived and they died and the years came and
went.
Meanwhile, Daniel had risen to a position of authority in Babylon, serving in
the courts of Nebuchadnezzar, as an interpreter of dreams. But he never forsook
his God. It was then upon a certain occasion many years later that Daniel
witnessed the end of Nebuchadnezzar “While the word (of boasting) was in the
king’s mouth, there fell a voice from heaven, saying, O king Nebuchadnezzar, to
thee it is spoken: The kingdom is departed from thee. (Dan 4:31)
So Nabonidus (his son) and then later Belshazzar (his grandson) became king in
his stead (Dan 5:1). Belshazzar was known for his arrogance and ruthlessness
and had virtually elevated himself to a position of a god, with his name ‘Bel’
(the name of a pagan god) meaning ‘he has protected his kingship’, which in
this modern age would be understood to mean that he had ‘given himself over to
the devil’.
Then one day, at a particular royal celebratory function, Belshazzar set out to
mock the living God of the Jews by using the plundered temple vessels, the
cups and chalices, that his grandfather Nebuchadnezzar had taken from the
Jewish temple and had kept in storage in the pagan temple of Bel-marduk in
Babylon.
Daniel had witnessed all these events. Yet he remembered the word of the Lord
God of Israel that promised a restoration after a period of 70 years; a time of
going back to Jerusalem and a time of re-building; both the city and the temple.
Daniel had calculated this period and determined that the end of the captivity
was near. He knew the year when the Jews had been taken into captivity and he
had seen the demise of Nebuchadnezzar some years previously and the
subsequent rise of Belshazzar to the throne of Babylon.
And so it was that Belshazzar, at a great feast, ----hast lifted up himself against
the Lord of heaven; and they have brought the vessels of his (ie God’s) house
before thee, and thou, and thy lords, thy wives, and thy concubines, have drunk
wine in them; and thou hast praised the gods of silver, and gold, of brass, iron,

wood, and stone, which see not, nor hear, nor know: and the God in whose
hand thy breath is, and whose are all thy ways, hast thou not glorified. (Dan
5:23) and God judged him, because in that very night was Belshazzar slain.
The Nebuchadnezzar dynasty came to an end that night and all power and
authority passed into the hands of Darius the Mede. In his attack on Babylon,
Darius had gotten his army engineers to divert the flow of the river Euphrates
from its normal course of flowing under the walls of the city. This major
engineering achievement allowed his army to enter and capture the city with
comparative ease. Yet this in itself was the fulfilment of a prophecy uttered by
Isaiah many years before. He had prophesied “that saith to the deep, Be dry,
and I will dry up thy rivers:”(Isa 44:27).
God had ordained that the river Euphrates would ‘dry up’, thereby allowing
Darius and his army to pass along the dry river bed and gain surprise access
under the walls and enter and conquer Babylon, and bring an end to the
Nebuchadneszzar dynasty, so that the decree of Cyrus might be given for the
return of the children of Israel back to Jerusalem, for in the very next verse
Isaiah names Cyrus-----vs28 “that saith of Cyrus, He is my shepherd, and shall
perform all my pleasure: even saying to Jerusalem, Thou shalt be built; and to
the temple, Thy foundation shall be laid”.
And so it was that Darius was soon joined by Cyrus, the Persian king, so that
the Word of the Lord might be fulfilled, that he would rule the kingdom, even
jointly with Darius, as required by God, who had called and prepared Cyrus in
Isa 44:28.
Daniel had witnessed the death of Belshazzar, had seen the arrival of Darius and
then Cyrus and now he praised God for the fulfilment of prophecy that predicted
Cyrus would fulfill the Word of the Lord. There it was for all to see, the
name of Cyrus had been declared in Isa 44:28. Daniel knew that God had called
Cyrus to this task 180 years before Cyrus was even born---Isa 45:4 “I ha
ve even called thee by thy name: I have surnamed thee, though thou hast not
known me.” He could not have known God, as Cyrus had not as yet been born.
Yet God knew Cyrus. Daniel knew that God was true to his Word and that the
time for the return of the Jews back to Jerusalem was at hand.
Dan 6: 28
So this Daniel prospered in the reign of Darius, and in the reign
of Cyrus the Persian.
But Daniel, despite his position of authority knew in his heart that something
was set to break. The seventy year period was fast drawing to a close and he
knew God must honour His Word and cause the Jews to return to their own land
and the city of Jerusalem. How Daniel’s heart must have rejoiced when the one

whose name had appeared in the book of Isaiah, the one whom Isaiah have
forenamed all those 180 years before, was now upon the scene.
Dan 9 :2
In the first year of his ( Darius ) reign I Daniel understood by
the books ( ie the writings of Jeremiah ) the number of the years, whereof the
word of the Lord came to Jeremiah the prophet, that he would accomplish
seventy years in the desolations of Jerusalem. And I set my face unto the Lord
God, to seek by prayer and supplications, with fasting, and sackcloth, and
ashes:Open your Bible at this point and read the whole of Daniel’s prayer to his God, from verse
4 through to the verse 19. Daniel had stood firm in his faith. At the hand of Darius the Mede he
had experienced the ‘lion’s den’ and survived unharmed. Daniel was obedient to the Word of God.
He had been reading the writings of the prophet Jeremiah and he knew that the 70 year period
was almost over. He then prays in obedience to God’s instruction , way back in Jer 29: 12-14. One
man praying for a nation, and it moved God. The effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man
availeth much (Jas 5:16).

And so the Jews returned to Jerusalem. Amidst much opposition they rebuilt
the city and the temple and re-established their lives. This temple was
destroyed by the Roman army under Titus in AD70.
Today, the Jewish nation looks to the building of a third temple. Is the issuing
of this half-shekel coin a sign of this to be happening soon?
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Stars in their Courses
In the book of Judges Chap 5: 20 we read of “------the stars in their courses--”. Now the word ‘course’ is explained in the dictionary as being: ‘a continuous
progression in time or space; an onward movement, or a route or direction
followed, or the path or channel along which something moves; the course of a
river’. Hence the use of the word ‘golf course’ being descriptive of state of
play where one moves from tee to hole.
The question must therefore be asked: are the stars coursing/moving through the
heavens or are they stationary? Or is a rotating earth giving an impression of the
heavens moving?
Now our understanding of the heavens is based on Copernicanism. This is the
way people are taught from primary school through to Phd level. Most are
therefore fully persuaded as to its correctness and have no reason to think
otherwise. However, when viewed against the Bible a very different picture
emerges and the challenge is for us, as Christians, to reconsider
Copernicanism in the light of the Scriptures. We are not to bend the knee to
false doctrines.
Copernicanism requires a belief in a system which sees the sun fixed at the
centre of a solar system. The earth and moon as well as the planets orbit the
sun, while the starry realm is considered optically fixed. It was Einstein who
introduced the world to the subject of relativity in terms of which all matter is
in motion; nothing stands still. To him the sun turned on an axis, the planets
were all in orbit about the sun, our solar system with the starry realm was in
motion about a galactic centre, which in turn moved as a consequence of the
Big Bang. All matter therefore moved in relation to where you were located
and it was not possible to always tell from your perspective whether it was an
object moving or it was you moving (remember the railway station
illustration). His theory of General Relativity was formulated specifically to
defeat any opposition to his concept of the motion of all matter.
It was Einstein and his theories that saved the scientific community from the
results of the Mickelson & Morley, the Mickelson & Gale and the Sagnac
experiments in the 1880’s which all conclusively proved a non-moving earth,
something which could not be accepted by this community as a return to the
biblical understanding of a fixed earth could not be considered. A way out was

needed and Einstein was their saviour. Truth was replaced by a lie and Einstein
was feted as the greatest physicist ever, being revered with godlike status,
having saved the scientific community from a most embarrassing situation.
In Judges chapter 5 we read the story of Sisera’s persecution of Israel and his
ultimate death at the hand of Ja’el, wife of Heber the Kenite. Judges 5:30
closes off the chapter by summarising the situation: “So let all thine enemies
perish O Lord: but let them that love him be as the sun when he goeth forth in
his might.” ‘Goeth forth’ means just that. It is not phenomological language,
where the sun may have the appearance of moving, which is pure
Copernicanism. Rather the sun is in motion, coursing through the heavens in its
daily motion about an earth which is fixed, stationary and un-moving. It should
be noted that Sisera is also mentioned in Psa 83: 10: “Do unto them as unto the
Midianites; as to Sisera--------------”. This psalm deals exclusively with the
future defeat of Israel’s enemies and echoes the words of Judges 5:30.
Jer 31: 35-37‘ Thus saith the Lord, which giveth the Sun for a light by day, and
the ordinances of the Moon and of the stars by night, which divided the sea
when the waves thereof roar; the Lord of hosts is his name: If those ordinances
depart from me, saith the Lord, then the seed of Israel also shall cease from
being a nation before me forever. Thus saith the Lord; If the heaven above can
be measured, and the foundation of the earth searched out beneath, I will also
cast off all the seed of Israel for all that they have done, saith the Lord.
God links a moving sun with the defeat of Israel’s enemies. God declares that as
the sun moves so too He will defeat Israel’s enemies. He underwrites His
promises to Israel by the very fact that it is He who moves the sun. A moving
sun, like a moving moon, is there for all to see. The earth on the other hand is
fixed, stationary and unmoving, just as God created it to be.
An additional reference would be Mal 4:2 where we see the rising Sun likened
to the rising Son. Negate the one through Copernicanism and you negate the
other and deny the resurrection from the dead of the Lord Jesus Christ, which is
foundational to our Christian faith, and if it be not true then our salvation is in
vain. Copernicanism with all its many lies and delusions has no place in
Christendom and it should be understood that throughout its many references
the Bible is always ‘geocentric’, ie earth centred with a moving sun. God
created an Earth System not a Solar System.
The Living Bible has verse 31 reading: “----------But may those who love the
Lord, shine as the sun” and the NIV “--------But may they that love you be like
the sun when it rises in its strength”, neither translation giving credit to the
obvious geocentric character of the scriptures, which is so beautifully brought
out in the KJV using ‘goeth forth’ to describe the motion of the sun rather than

its attributes of shine and strength, with the NIV ascribing the verb ‘rise’ to a
phenomological explanation. Shame on these translations for misleading their
readers but then these alternative translations are not there to edify the reader
but instead make money for the publishers; something they can’t do with the
King James Version as it is a public document.
The well known Hymn “Great is thy faithfulness” contains the line affirming the
movement of the stars in the heavens: “Sun, Moon and Stars in their courses
above”.
We daily witness a moving Sun and a moving Moon. Both rise in the east,
course through the heavens and set in the west. What we see is what we get.
Why then do we believe otherwise? Do not be led astray by false teachings of
an educational system that does not honour the God of the Bible.
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Hi to all once again.
I recently came across a most interesting article in the March issue of Creation
Magazine and decided to adapt and reproduce it here for your reading and
edification. All credit and thanks therefore to David Christie and Russel Grigg
of Creation Ministries International in Australia.

WHAT HUMANS DO AND ANIMALS DO NOT?
This article looks at certain traits that are found in humans and not animals and
places us separate and apart from those of the animal kingdom. You should also
let your children read this article as it is pitched at their level; being written in a
simple, easily understood style.

At outset let me state that humans have not evolved from animals. The
evolutionary ape to man progression shown above is purely imaginative but
nevertheless considered true by those who uphold the godless theory of
evolution. We stand apart from the animal kingdom being of body, soul and
spirit. We are a spirit, we have a soul (that which defines our emotion, our will,
our personality and character), and we reside in a body. As such we are three
dimensional beings, created in the image of God who himself is three
dimensional, being God the Father, God the Son and God the Holy Spirit. We
can take this a step further by saying another feature of our three
dimensionalism is our digestive system, our nervous system and our organic
system. All interrelated and interdependent; yet each not able to exist without
the other. All fully formed and fully functional from birth and utterly dependant
on the other, otherwise death occurs. At death the spirit and soul leave the body

and the body goes to the grave. Death is therefore a separation of the spirit/soul
from the body.
The animal kingdom is two dimensional, being soul and body only. This is a
major distinguishing difference between the two. At death pets do not go to
heaven. They cease to be.
LANGUAGE
Humans are the only species with a spoken language and there is no society
known which lacks speech. All tribes and nations across the world, no matter
how primitive and remote, have a spoken language, enabling them to
communicate with each other and of which I understand there to be about 3,000.
Importantly, language enables us to communicate with God in prayer and God
in turn uses language to communicate with us. The Bible is the very word of
God in communication with us.
The Bible has many references to God speaking to man:
 to Adam and Eve (Gen 3: 9-19),
 to Noah (Gen 16: 13-74)
 to Abraham (Gen 18: 22-33)
 to Moses (Exod 3:4-17)
 to Saul (Acts 9:4-6) and the
 to John the Apostle ( Rev 1-3) to name a few.
Animals communicate in several ways including the sounds they make, their
facial expressions, posture display, body movement, physical contact and
odours, but no animal is capable of speaking grammatical phrases or sentences
as we humans do. Nevertheless in the bible there are two occasions when
animals did speak. In Gen 3 the serpent spoke to Eve and in Numbers 22:28-30
God used a donkey to speak to Balaam; this was for a once off divine miracle
for a specific purpose and was not representative of the donkey’s normal habit.
LITERACY
This is a subset of language and while not all humans are literate all have the
capacity to become so. The sophisticated cultures that sprung up in
Mesopotamia just after the flood were literate. Of course hallmarks of
civilisation like reading, writing and technology can become lost, especially in
rapid dispersion migrations such as would have occurred following the language
confusion at Babel when peoples spread out over the whole world.
We know that God writes because He gave Moses the Ten Commandments on
two tablets of stone ‘written with the finger of God’ (Ex 31:18) and God has
written the names of all ‘born again Christians’ in the book of life (Phil 4:3, Rev

17:8, 20:12, 21:27). We also know that ‘all scripture is God breathed’ (11 Tim
3:16). God chose to communicate with us by means of His written word
whereby the message of the Gospel is an expression of Himself. He is the God
of Creation and He is the God of Redemption and His word sets out His plan for
us. No animal can read or write so none uses a written word to communicate.
Literacy is thus a gift commensurate with man alone who having been made in
the image of God is alone able to receive it.
MUSIC
Music is a truly wonderful feature, both in our creation and appreciation of it. It
can express and even stir up emotions like suspense, happiness, sadness,
humour, love etc. including in those situations where words would be
inadequate. We can listen to the musical composition ‘The Creation’ by Haydn
and be awestruck by the images of the magnificence of creation that the music
engenders in our mind.
God spoke all things into being and He also sings. In Zeph 3:17 The Lord thy
God in the midst of thee is mighty; he will save, he will rejoice over thee with
joy,; he will rest in his love, he will joy over thee with singing. On a personal
level God tells us to be filled with the spirit, addressing one another in psalms
and hymns and spiritual songs, singing and making melody to the Lord with all
your heart (Eph 5:18,19).
Do animals sing? Whales, notably Humpback whales, make sounds called
‘whale songs’. There may be long groans, low moans, roaring sounds, trills and
chirps that appear to be mating calls or feeding calls. However they are by
nature regular, predictable and repetitious, rather than being individually
created. All the males in a whale pod at one time might make the same sound
arranged in the same pattern. Some also make clicking sounds. Likewise
birdsongs are species-specific calls being mating calls or territorial warnings or
even mimicry noises, which is common with parrots.

MATHEMATICS
Only God and humans understand mathematics. The relative dimensions of the
Ark that God gave to Noah (Gen 6:15) were the optimum to achieve structural
safety and floating stability for a vessel of that size floating in a stormy sea. Our
use of mathematics enables us to understand much about God’s creation for it
behaves according to certain rules which God has set in place. These rules we
see throughout God’s creative work. In turn God’s creative work leads us to His
redemptive work. Our faith in the one builds up our faith in the other.

CREATIVITY
Animals are not creative. Animals are not inventive. They do things instinctively
according to a built in programme relative to their animal kind.
When birds build a nest or a spider its web they endlessly reproduce after a
stereotyped design, rather than being individually conceived. A particular spider
intuitively constructs a web to a constant pattern and a bird constantly builds a
species-specific nest type. The one bird never produces the nest type of another.
There is no variety in what they do as they so build. No originality is
demonstrated. Not only are we humans creative, we recognise the beauty and
complexity of God’s creation, be it in a flower, a feather, an eye or in a flowing
river. Yes, in all aspects of His creation we witness and admire God’s
handiwork. Indeed one of the strongest arguments that living things have been
designed by God is the many times they have inspired human designers. This is
the cutting edge field of bio-mimetics, being the study of designs and processes
in nature for the purpose of imitating them in practical applications for the
benefit of mankind.
DOMINION
God gave a specific command to our first parents ‘be fruitful and multiply’ Gen
1:28. We have thus been given sovereignty over all other creatures of the earth.
We stand accountable to God for this. His command was never withdrawn as a
result of the curse and applies over even the fallen state of man in the world
today as we develop ways of controlling locusts, mosquitos, weeds and other
general pests. It also enables us to develop treatments and cures for various
sicknesses and diseases as we look to improve the welfare of our fellow man.

Nests of the SOCIAL WEAVER, found in the Kalahari region of South
Africa. A unique style amongst tree nesting birds of the world. Compare this
to the nest of the humble dove. Both types are species-specific.
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Hi again to all. Hope you have been reading and enjoying the previous
MACblog issues. This issue will be more suited to husbands and boyfriends but
read along.
As stated in #1 I will from time to time write something Naval and Nautical as
ships of war have always been a passion of mine and in hindsight I should have
gone to sea when leaving school even joining the merchant navy as a start.
From a young age in Cape Town I would often visit the Duncan Docks entrance
to the outer Table Bay to watch various cargo and passenger ships departing for
many countries across the world. The old Union Castle liners of that era 1960 to
1975 were a tremendous sight and I had the pleasure of 2 Cape Town to Durban
round trips on the Edinburgh Castle and Pendennis Castle. If any of my readers
have been on these old liners then drop me an email with your comments and
thoughts and we can swop notes so to speak. It is then against this background
that I want to present this week’s story of the missing Argentine submarine.
THE MISSING ARGENTINE SUBMARINE
It was with a sense of great sadness and shock that the world heard of the fate of
the Argentine Submarine, the San Juan, and its 44 man crew and one female
guest, having disappeared on 15 Nov 2017. This loss occurred during a return
voyage from the southernmost city in South America, Ushaia, to its home port
of Mar Del Plata near the city of Buenos Aires. On this mission the submarine
was being used by the Argentine navy to detect the presence of illegal fishing
vessels operating off the Argentine coast.
It seems almost incomprehensible that in this modern era a vessel like this can
just simply disappear. After four months of extensive searching by ships and
aircraft from countries like USA, Russia, UK, Peru, Chile and the Argentine; 18
countries have participated in the search to date, still no trace of it. It brings
back memories of the ill-fated Malaysian airliner with some 250 people on

board that just disappeared over the Indian Ocean some 4 years back. It all
seems so inconceivable in this modern era.
This however, is not the first time a submarine operating off the Argentine coast
has hit the headlines. In the 1982 Falklands War between the UK and the
Argentine over disputed ownership of the Falklands/Malvinas Islands , it was the
British Nuclear submarine HMS Conqueror, when it torpedoed the
Argentinian heavy cruiser, General Belgrano, in the only ever incident of a
nuclear submarine sinking another vessel in a war situation. Certainly, this
present loss has invoked distant memories of the national anger and grief that
erupted at that time among the Argentine people. The General Belgrano, for that
matter, had been purchased from the US government at the end of WW2 as the
USS Phoenix; this being the only vessel to leave Pearl Harbour under its
own steam on Dec 7, 1941, during that fateful Japanese raid.
Then the South Atlantic waters in which this submarine is now missing in Dec
1939 set the scene for a most famous naval engagement of WW2, the Battle of
the River Plate, when the heavy British cruiser HMS Exeter and 2 light cruisers,
HMS Ajax and HMNZS Achilles (New Zealand ship) tracked and engaged the
German pocket battleship Graf Spee.
The Graf Spee was a new intermediary class of warship designed by the
Germans after their defeat in WW1 to act as a commerce raider. As such it
could out-gun any ship capable of out-running it and out-run any ship capable
of out-gunning it; out run a battleship but out gun a cruiser.
This ship had been active in the south Atlantic and Indian Oceans from the
outset of hostilities, rounding the Cape on more than one occasion as it preyed
on merchant shipping to the detriment of the allied war effort. England was
most reliant of the continuous flow of imports from across the world for its
survival, so the activity of the Graf Spee was of serious concern to the British
Admiralty.
A ship’s commodore, stationed at the time on the Falkland Islands with these
three cruisers under his command, realised from his naval studies that the 25th
anniversary of the original WW1 Battle of the Falkland Islands on 8 Dec 1914,
which saw a German squadron under the flag of Admiral von Graf Spee
defeated, was just days away. He pondered as to what he, if he were German,
would do in commemoration of the battle in which two major German capital
ships, Gneisenau and Scharnhorst, were sunk.
Working on his understanding of man’s desire for revenge, he put his 3 ships to
sea at first light on the morning of 8 Dec to soon discover the Graf Spee making

headway for the island; possibly to bombard naval shore installations and the
little town of Port Stanley. He had assessed the situation most astutely.

HMS EXETER
10,660 tons with 3 x 8” guns

GRAF SPEE

(ships not to scale)

In terms of Treaty of Versailles at end of WW1,future German ships should
have been built with the 10,000 ton limitation in size yet this ship and its two
sister ships was built in defiance thereof at 16,020 tons with 6x 9” guns
mounted in 3 triple turrets. Seems that one set of drawings was sent to the
authorities governing the Treaty of Versailles for approval but then the ships
built from a substitute set.
A classic naval engagement ensued which saw the 3 cruisers split their
formation with the larger Exeter taking position off the port bow (left) and the
two smaller cruisers off the starboard bow (right). This caused the Graf Spee to
concentrate their fire in two directions, not one. This was not something that the
naval designers of the ship had foreseen; nor could they, as to come up against 3
cruisers simultaneously was most unlikely.

HMS AJAX 9740 tons with
8x6” mainguns

HMS(NZ) ACHILLES 9740
tons with 8x6” mainguns.

GRAF SPEE in Montevideo
harbour at mouth of the River Plate.
The naval engagement, fought in the tradition of Horatio Nelson with main guns
fully operational and blasting away at the enemy, ended up the next day with the
heavily damaged Graf Spee seeking refuge in Montevideo (Capital of
Uruguay) harbour; a neutral port. This she did in an attempt to offload many
prisoners taken from ships she had sunk during her time at large.
A British registered ship docked in Montevideo harbour at that time was
commanded to depart the port immediately as this meant that the German ship
could not then leave for the next 72 hours in terms of international Maritime

Law governing belligerency at sea. At the same time the local British consul
ordered a large quantity of fuel oil for two heavy units (implied battleships) due
the next day.
As was expected by the British their telephone line was bugged by German
agents and this information was relayed to the Germans. Three days later the
Graf Spee left the harbour in full view of the international press who had flown
in from the USA lining the harbour entrance (no TV in those days) to record the
unfolding events. Yet, seemingly, rather than suffer an ignominious defeat at the
hand of ‘two heavy British units’ as well as the 3 waiting cruisers the captain
scuttled the Graf Spee so as to deny the British an outright victory. This event
nevertheless marked the first major allied victory of WW2.
However, there is a side nuance to this missing submarine mystery which is
most interesting and concerns Hitler’s escape from Germany in May 1945. The
Argentine at the time and still today has a well established German community
and was an obvious destination for a person on the run like Hitler. A German
would be very much at home there; not sticking out in the proverbial crowd.
Recently, there has been an interesting documentary screened on the DSTV
history channel ‘Hunting Hitler’ which attempts to create a story of Hitler’s
possible escape route from Germany. Those researching and investigating the
story have concluded that Hitler escaped to the Argentine, having first flown out
of Germany to Porto in Portugal where he boarded a submarine. This would
have been in the last days of the war when the Russians were already fighting on
the streets of Berlin.
Their research led them to a local Argentine woman, who testified that one
morning in 1945, after the war, as a young girl, she saw from her mother’s
kitchen window a German submarine surfaced in the bay. This seems most
feasible except that no trace of this submarine, which would have been scuttled
after serving its purpose in the delivery of Hitler and his party and crew to the
Argentine, has been found. While the bay has been subject to search with
modern tracking instrumentation, like side scan radar, the location of this
submarine still remains unknown. It must be out there in the southern Atlantic
Ocean somewhere.
Now of course the situation arises with the possibility of searching for the one
submarine they unwittingly find the other. Is this actually a two-submarine
search exercise? Do those on the various search teams know this?

We will wait and see what develops.
Psa 107: 23-25 “They that go down to the sea in ships, that do business in great
water, These see the works of the Lord, and his wonders in the deep. For he
commandeth and raiseth the stormy wind, which lifteth up the waves thereof”.
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SURNAMES
Hi all.
Those lovers of test cricket may have noticed that both opening batsmen for the
present Proteas side have unique surnames. For Aiden Markram, his name is a
palindrome; it reads the same both ways, while Elgar is an anagram of Regal or
Lager.
Many surnames are occupationally derived : Baker, Butcher, Miller, Thatcher
etc. Others may be locationally derived: Church, Rivers, Weir, Hill, Street and
the like. Still others may be of noble or royal status such as: King, Prince and
Lord. Some take their names from birds: Peacock, Pigeon, Cock, Swift, Goose,
Gander and Gosling etc.
Surnames were first introduced in the 12th century in England as a necessity
when the government introduced personal taxation known as the Poll Tax. It
also helped sort out confusion brought on by having a single Christian name. Up
to then, the word ‘son’ was added to, for instance, John when naming John’s
new son; John’son or Johnson. Similarly Thom became Thomson but then in the
next generation matters became confused again. Johnsonson became a
mouthful.
In Ireland a system of hereditary surnames was adopted where traditional family
names were taken from the chief of the tribe who was recognised by all as a
renowned warrior. The surname Champion reflects where such an individual
would be a strong man representing the clan or tribe as in the story of David and
Goliath. Goliath was the champion of the Philistines (1 Sam 17:4).
In Scotland four colours were permitted: Black, Brown, Green and White. In
England the four cardinal points of the compass were allowed: North, South,

East and West from which developed others such as Northcote ( a cote is a
pigeon loft), Southgate, Eastwood and Westland as examples . Also, a woman
on marriage would take the husband’s name and a three name system was
allowed: 1) a first name, 2) a second name and 3) a third name, being the
surname. This 1- 2 -3 system of naming became 3-2-1 in Spain where the
surname precedes the Christian names. Surnames have developed with time and
variants such as McDaniel and Macdonell are accepted forms of McDonald.
Similarly, Smith and Smyth and Smythe are other examples of spell changes
that evolved. In the old days there we no hard and fast rules on basic spelling
with the first comprehensive English dictionary published by Samuel Johnson in
1755, although two other rudimentary dictionaries dated 1582 and 1604 were in
use.
In England the introduction of family names is generally attributed to the
preparation of the Doomsday book in 1086 following the Norman conquest of
England at the Battle of Hastings in 1066 by William the Conqueror. The new
king wanted to know the extent and scope of the land he had conquered and
ordered a great survey be undertaken and to show how it inhabitants, its
resources by fish, fowl and forest. He would have been most grateful to learn of
the extensive coal deposits in his new realm.
Many of the early French nobility had obtained their surname by prefixing
‘de’or ‘du’ to the name of the village where they were born. Hence today we
find ‘de Villiers’, ‘de Bruyn’and ‘du Plessis’. These are known as ‘territorial
names’. For the Dutch they used the prefix ‘van’ with someone named Van
Breda being literally from the town of Breda. In Germany they employed the
prefix ‘von’ to denote those of the aristocratic class; hence Von Bismarck and
not Van Bismarck.
In England it was common for the servant to take on the name of the landowner
and then add the letter ‘s’. So Robert the landowner became Roberts his servant
and likewise Matthew became Matthews. In the bible we further see ‘territorial
names’ like Jesus of Nazareth, Joseph of Arimathea and Paul of Tarsus. Each in
turn identifying with the name of a village.
The most common surnames in the English culture are: Smith, Jones, Williams,
Brown, Taylor, Johnson and Lee. The names Jones and Williams have since
early times been common family names in Wales, often together outnumbering
those in the opposing rugby team with different names.
For some Scottish names the prefix ‘Mac’ was used in the next generation
meaning ‘son of’, so Donald became ‘McDonald’, being the ‘son of’ Donald.

With some McDonalds fleeing Scotland to Ireland after the Massacre of
Glencoe in 1692 the ‘Mc’ prefix became ‘Mac’ in Ireland. In more recent times
this prefix is interchangeable so there is no hard and fast rule.
In Ireland the letter O was used to denote ‘son of’ such as O’Shea, O’Reilly and
O’Driscoll. It is claimed that in the case of former USA president Barak
Obama, that his name was previously spelt O’bama but then Americanised to
just Obama, being of Irish descent on his grandfather’s side.
With the arrival of the French Huguenot settlers in the Cape from 1795 to
escape religious persecution by the Catholic Church in Europe, surnames of
both Dutch and French descent entered the South Africa name pool. Such
names as Theron as for Charlize Theron, the film actress, and for the Springbok
rugby side Du Randt, Du Toit, LeRoux and Pienaar are all of French origin. In
the case of the former state President F.W. De Klerk, his is from the French
‘leclerc’ meaning ‘the clerk’. Francios and Jacques, still popular boys’ names in
this country, are of French origin.
In 1820, English settlers arrived in the Eastern Cape to settle in a buffer zone
between the Cape Colony and the Xhosas nation against whom nine frontier
wars or skirmishes were fought over the period from 1779 to 1879. These
settlers brought a whole batch of new English names with them to this country.
At that time they encountered such Xhosa people named Liwani, Ndzekeni and
Mnyipika and when the Boers crossed the Drakensberg Mountains into Natal
people named Kunene, Ngubane, Ntuli and Ngcobo met them. At the time of
the Great Trek through the Free State names such as Letsweli, Masego, Leshole
and Lehasa were found.
South Africa further has the largest population of Indians living outside of
India, having been brought out to this country as indentured labourers to work
in the sugar plantations in Natal. The arrival of slaves from countries on the
Indian Ocean basin, such as Madagascar, added to the surname pool and names
such as April, February and October come to mind with their names deriving
from the month in which they landed at the Cape. The names of other African
tribes further to the north of the Vaal River also added to this pool of names;
such is the cultural makeup of the South African people. It has been 360 years
in the making and will continue to develop. People of Italian, Portuguese and
the Greek communities have all contributed.
Lastly, people have a habit of creating a diminutive form of a person’s name, as
a nickname, not realising that this ‘nick’ is in fact the ‘nick the devil’. As such a

nickname is a ‘devil’s name’. Why give your child a devil’s name? Better to call
them by their Christian name which has a meaning and in many ways reflects
the character of God and affords the child something to aspire to. Better then to
honour God by calling a person by their proper Christian name. While a
nickname may be a form of symbolic acceptance of a person it can at the same
time be a form of ridicule.
Prov 2:1
“ A good name is rather to be chosen than great riches,and loving
favour rather than silver and gold”.

MACblog # 9

10/04/2018

Hi all, here is another Macblog issue for your reading and learning.
While most know of the African slave trade of the 17th and 18th centuries few
know of the white slave trade to the Caribbean for working in the sugar
plantations and in the cotton fields of the USA.

WHITE SLAVERY
“They came as slaves; vast human cargo transported on tall British ships bound for the
Americas. They were shipped by the hundreds of thousands and included men, women, and
even the youngest of children. Whenever they rebelled or even disobeyed an order, they were
punished in the harshest of ways. Slave owners would hang their human property by their hands
and set their hands or feet on fire as one form of punishment. They were burned alive and had
their heads placed on pikes in the marketplace as a warning to other captives. We know all too
well the atrocities of the African slave trade but by 1652 there was a new hell afoot and it was
being fuelled by a need for cheap labour and high profits.” From the book: The Irish Slave Trade
‘the forgotten white slaves’ by Robert E West.

But, are we talking about African slavery? No! King James II (1633-1701) and
Charles I (1630-1685) both led a sustained effort to enslave the Irish. At that time
the king reigned supreme over England, Scotland, Wales and all Ireland. Northern
Ireland as we know it today was only established as a separate independent entity
in 1922.
Britain’s famed Oliver Cromwell (1599-1658), as Lord Protector after the English
civil war, furthered this practice of dehumanizing his Irish neighbour. This

practice was in opposition to their damnable Catholic religion. For the English it
was a case of better to ship out the young Irish children overseas than have the
Protestant faith tainted by their iniquitous doctrines. Better to send them overseas
than allow another generation to be bred and reared as Catholic.
The Irish slave trade began when 30,000 Irish prisoners were sold as slaves to the
New World colonies in the Americas. The King James’ Proclamation of 1625
required Irish political prisoners be sent overseas and sold to English settlers in
the West Indies. By the mid 1600s, the Irish were the main source of slaves sold
to the islands of Antigua and Montserrat. At that time, 70% of the total population
of Montserrat were Irish slaves and by the mid-1900s the most commonly name
found in the island’s telephone directory was Kelly; a common Irish surname.
Ireland quickly became the biggest source of human livestock for English
merchants. The majority of the early slaves to America were actually white. They
were shipped across the Atlantic in terrible conditions as human cargo chained
below deck. Sea sickness was an ever present hell. Food was poor and hardly
edible.
From 1641 to 1652, (1652 was the year Jan van Riebeeck arrived at the Cape)
over 500,000 Irish people were killed by the English military and another 300,000
were sold as slaves. Many landowners had their properties confiscated and
shipped out. Ireland’s population fell from about 1,500,000 to 600,000 in one
single decade. Families were ripped apart as the British did not allow Irish fathers
to take their wives and children with them across the Atlantic. This led to a
helpless population of homeless women and children. Britain’s solution was to
auction them off as well.
During the 1650s, over 100,000 Irish children between the ages of 10 and 14 were
taken from their parents and sold as slaves in the West Indies and the new
American states of Virginia and New England. In that decade alone, 52,000 Irish
(mostly women and children) were sold to the island of Barbados and Virginia
on the mainland. Another 30,000 Irish men and women were also transported and
sold to the highest bidder in the other American colonies. They were auctioned
off as cattle. In 1656, Cromwell ordered that 2,000 Irish children be taken to
Jamaica and be sold as slaves to English settlers.
These Irish slaves were not Indentured Servants with the expectation that once
their term of indentureship had terminated they would return home. No! None
returned home. Irish slaves were nothing more than human cattle.

As an example, the African slave trade was just beginning during this same
period. It is well recorded that African slaves, not tainted with the stain of the
hated Catholic theology and being more expensive to purchase, were often treated
far better than their Irish counterparts. African slaves were very expensive during
the late 1600s (£50 Sterling). Irish slaves were cheap (no more than £5 Sterling)
by comparison as they did not cope too well in the hot tropical sun. Many suffered
from severe sunburn and many died of tropical diseases.
If a planter whipped or branded or beat an Irish slave to death, it was never a
crime. A death was a monetary setback, but far cheaper than killing a more
expensive African. Children of slaves were themselves slaves, which increased
the size of the master’s free workforce. Even if an Irish woman somehow obtained
her freedom, her children would remain as slaves. Thus, Irish mothers, even with
new found emancipation, would seldom abandon their children but instead would
remain in servitude.
In time, the English thought of a better way to use these women (in many cases,
girls as young as 12) to increase their market share. The settlers began to interbreed Irish women and girls with African men for both their own personal
pleasure and greater profit. This produced a generation of slaves with a distinct
lighter complexion. These new “mulatto” slaves brought a higher price than Irish
slave stock and this too enabled the settlers to save money rather than purchase
new African slaves. This practice of interbreeding Irish females with African men
went on for several decades and was so widespread that, in 1681, legislation in
England was passed “forbidding the practice of mating Irish slave women to
African slave men for the purpose of producing slaves for sale.” In reality, it was
stopped only because it interfered with the profits of a large slave transport
shipping company.
England continued to ship tens of thousands of Irish slaves for more than a
century. Records state that, after the 1798 Irish Rebellion, thousands of Irish
slaves were sold to both America and Australia. There were horrible abuses of
both African and Irish captives. One British ship even dumped 1,302 slaves into
the Atlantic Ocean so that the crew would have additional food to eat.
There is little question that the Irish experienced the horrors of slavery as much
(if not more in the 17th Century) as the Africans did. There is, also, very little
question that those brown, tanned faces you may witness in your travels to the
West Indies are very likely a combination of African and Irish ancestry. In 1839,
thanks mainly to the undying efforts of a Christian British parliamentarian,
William Wilberforce, Britain finally decided to end its participation in Satan’s

highway to hell and stopped transporting slaves. While their decision did not stop
pirates from doing what they desired, the new law slowly concluded this chapter
of nightmarish Irish misery. While slavery was thus not only an African
experience; it is well worth remembering that only the slave history of black
Africans is recorded and remembered.
None of the Irish victims ever made it back to their homeland to describe their
ordeal. These were the lost slaves; the ones that time and biased history books
conveniently forgot. The next time that you meet a light skinned West Indian with
an Irish sounding name remember his forebears; where they came from and the
hell they would have suffered. The slave trade presented a major spiritual and
ethical challenge to missionary outreaches in Africa and its abolition prepared the
way for the 19th century to become the greatest century of missionary advance
across the world.
Gal 3:28 “There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither bond nor free, there is
neither male nor female; for ye all one in Christ Jesus.”

MACblog #10

11/04/2018

Here is another issue of MACblog for your reading. Enjoy and feel free to give
comment or even ask a question or two.
I recently saw a young child playing with a plastic toy dinosaur and thought of
how young people are brought up in the knowledge and understanding of all
those multi-millions of years since the dinosaurs (seemingly) walked the earth.
The two seem to go together like bread and jam. Its all part of evolutionary
indoctrination on the part of the secular community.
Perhaps someone can give me an update on the current teaching of evolution in
the schools. My children left school many years ago so I have lost touch there.

DINOSAURS and PEOPLE
Did they co-exist? Did they walk this planet together or did some massive
catastrophic event wipe out the dinosaurs, yet somehow not the humans? Sorry,
the humans supposedly evolved after the dinosaurs were wiped out, so the
evolutionists claim. What for that matter does the Bible have to say on this
issue? Modern science after all is confident that dinosaurs lived some 240
million years ago during a time known as the Triassic Period. Of course the
word ‘Dinosaur’ was first used by Sir Richard Owen, an English Biologist, in
1842. He coined the name from the Greek words ‘deinos’ meaning ‘terrible’
and ‘sauros’ meaning lizard. Dinosaur being a ‘terrible lizard’.
Accordingly, the 1611 King James Bible does not use the word Dinosaur.
Instead the word ‘dragon’ is used in about 25 places with some referencing to
the character of Pharaoh (Ezek 29:3) and the Devil (Rev 20:2). Elsewhere, we
find ‘sea monster’ used. The book of Job however is a bit more specific for it
names two of these dinosaur animals as Behemoth and Leviathan.
Behemoth was a land based grass eating type dinosaur (Job 40:15) with
exceedingly strong loins and belly (40:16) and a heavy powerful tail (40:17)
which is likened to a cedar tree with which he could hold himself against the
fast flowing Jordan River. He had bones like brass and steel (40:18). The
Leviathan on the other hand was a water based animal, so suggested by the
word ‘hook’ implying catching him as a fish. It had scales as a fish but out of its
mouth flames of fire emerged. Is this possible? While an immediate reaction

may seem no, one must consider the Bombadier Beetle.

This insect has the ability to expunge from a rear orifice a hot noxious chemical
spray. It is this animal’s defensive mechanism. This mechanism had to be fully
functional from day one otherwise maybe no day two. That is another reason
why evolution is untenable. With God life is always fully functional from the
beginning. Evolution requires time; lots of time. Maybe even lots and lots of
time. So much time in fact that Darwin’s evolutionary theories could become
scientific facts. But then that’s what happens when you deny a Creator God.
For Leviathan, similarly, it could have had two or more chemicals stored within
its body which would upon expunging from its mouth have ignited with the air
to be a fire breathing animal or dinosaur. Did Noah have any dinosaur type
animals on the Ark? Well yes, if they were babies or juveniles. Noah would
have recognised his space limitations; that seems logical. He took them onto the
Ark and then after the flood released them so as for them to repopulate the earth
with their dinosaur kind. Also remember not all dinosaurs are big. Some are
small like a chicken by comparison. Evolutionists just like to impress their
readership with anything big. T-rex and similar were nonetheless very big
animals.
Were kangaroos ever in the Middle East? No, you say, they are Australian.
Quite so, but after the Ark ran aground in the mountains of Ararat and the
animals emerged the kangaroos for a time were in the Middle East. After that
they emigrated or hopped their way to Australia across land bridges in the
present Indonesian Archipeligo. There they developed into different kangaroo
kinds, like the wallaby and the walleroo, the big red and the western grey and
also the tree wallaby. Variety within a kind is biblical. Animals just don’t
evolve into another kind. That’s impossible and never happens. Hence dogs stay
dogs and cats stay cats. The bible supports micro-evolution with variety within a
kind. Consider all the many cat kinds from a tiger down to a domestic cat.
Evolution needs macro-evolution where one kind changes into another. That

does not happen. Scientists will always offer a micro-evolutionary explanation
to support their macro-evolutionary perceptions thereby conning their audience
as to their superior knowledge but not being able to offer an example of macroevolution with one kind changing into another.
Across the world legends abound concerning dragons. We see this in the
Chinese calendar, with its display of 12 animal kinds. Why would 11 still be
considered extant (still living) and the 12th, being the dragon, extinct. No! The
fire breathing dragon plays a prominent role in Chinese culture. Man and such
dinosaurs co-existed but they were killed off by man. Further, there was also the
difference in atmospheric pressure before the flood compared to after the flood.
That is also a factor to consider as the fossil record shows pre-flood animals to
be bigger than their post-flood counterparts. Of course there is nothing to
suggest that certain dinosaur types don’t still exist today. It is just our
evolutionary conditioned minds that place them in a former era.

The worldwide evidence
that man and dinosaurs
cohabited is well
documented and
indisputable. Yet, the
evolutionary community
stubbornly continues to
deny that such evidence
exists. The extreme bias
manifested by such
denials is self evident
and is what logicians
label “cavalier
Carlisle Cathedral
dismissal”. Rather than
allowing the evidence to speak for itself, evolutionists are so committed to their
theory that they simply dismiss any proof presented that contradicts their
views—since they have already pre-decided that their evolutionary framework
is true. They are intolerant of that which does not fit their accepted framework.
They seem incapable of allowing themselves even for a moment to hypothesize
that their theory might be wrong. They refuse even to contemplate the notion
that any human being ever saw a living dinosaur—which they insist became
extinct millions of years before humans evolved.
Yet, consider, for example, the evidence provided by the Bell Tomb engravings.
In far northern England, near the Scottish border, lies the village of Carlisle. A
town with a turbulent history; the Romans built a wall through it, the Vikings
invaded it, and the Scots and English fought over it for many years. Located in
this English village is the medieval-period Carlisle Cathedral which was
founded in A.D. 1122 by King Henry.
On February 11, 1478, Richard Bell was elected Bishop of the Carlisle
Cathedral, and served some 17 years before resigning on September 4, 1495. He
died in 1496 at the age of 86 and in keeping with English custom of the time,
was buried in the cathedral under an elaborate tombstone set into the floor. The
tombstone is now covered by a carpet to prevent damage to the engravings
caused by the human foot traffic.
The tomb shows these words in Latin: This marble holds within the bones of
Bishop Bell for a while Prior of Durham, afterwards he remitted and cherished
the bishopric here. Above all things he sought Christ, despising the world,
demanding the rewards of the brothers.

A narrow brass strip 9½ feet long that runs around the outer edge of the tomb
cover slab bears Latin words translated:
Here lies the Reverend Father Richard Bell sometime Bishop of Carlisle who
departed from this life the twenty-fourth day, in the year of the Lord (1496AD).
Among all the faithful departed through the mercy of God may he rest in
perpetual peace, Amen.
Interspersed among these Latin words are engravings of a human face, the
trinity, and some 18 animals—a veritable ‘zoo’. Look carefully at these most
intriguing engraving:

Aardvark

Bird

Bat

Fox

Pig

Bear

Dolphin

Eel

Four species of fish

Three dogs

Observe that every single one of these animals is recognizable as a known
species. None are mythical or imaginary. But there is another engraving that
depicts two animals in contact with each other—perhaps in a fighting posture—
whose necks are seemingly intertwined:

The creature on the left has what appear to be spikes on its tail (reminiscent of
the Stegosaurids like Tuojiangosaurus or Kentrosaurus minus the plates). The
animal on the right most certainly appears dinosaur-like. In fact, it strongly
resembles a Sauropod, perhaps an Apatosaurus or Diplodocus. If this is, in fact,
a Diplodocus, it would support the contention that human beings were
contemporaries of dinosaurs. How else would they know what a dinosaur
looked like? That would also mean that the evolutionists are incorrect when
they claim that dinosaurs went extinct 65-70 million years before humans
evolved. It would mean that evolutionists are wrong when they insist that no
human ever saw a living dinosaur, since the first dinosaur bones were not
uncovered until the mid-19th century, at which time dinosaur skeletons began to

be reconstructed. It would, in fact, mean that dinosaurs and humans co-habited
the Earth—just like the Bible teaches.
Typically, it is reported that staff at the cathedral have been indoctrinated to
emphatically deny that a dinosaur adorns the brass strip of the Bell tomb. They
forthrightly insist that the Cathedral does not subscribe to the dinosaur view.
What then are these engravings? When a cathedral spokesperson was asked to
offer her conjecture as to the identity of the creature, she responded: “…my
nearest guess, for what it’s worth, would be a (not bad) attempt to represent
crocodiles”. Yet, as it so happens, one additional animal is depicted on the brass
strip, identified specifically by the cathedral as a crocodile.

Whether the one is, in fact, a crocodile is debatable, since crocodile tails do not
curve down and then back up like an “s,” and this creature is standing up from
the ground—unlike a crocodile. Instead, this creature, too, appears dinosaurlike. And when placed alongside the other two creatures, this animal does not
resemble the images of the other two animals:

Observe that both the size and length of their necks are significantly different.
So what are these latter three animals? If any are dinosaurs, carved in the 15th
century, then what we have is proof that man and dinosaur lived on Earth
together. “I speak as to wise men: judge ye what I say” (1 Corinthians 10:15).

On the other side of the world in Cambodia lies the TEMPLE at ANGKOR
WAT, rated as the 7th wonder of the world. Yet most surprising is it to find on
one of the temple buildings this engraving of a Stegosaurus.

How could humans have known what dinosaurs looked like hundreds of years
ago had they not had prior contact. In England there is the story of St George
and the dragon and in Wales, a dragon, called a Griffon, is displayed on their
national flag. Scandinavian folklore abounds with tales of dinosaurs and an old
epic poem Beowulf relates the story of how he killed a dinosaur but then
succumbed himself of his wounds.
And what of the Loch Ness Monster in Scotland? While considered a hoax by
many it nevertheless reminds us that such animals may have been more
common in the past than they are today. This animal is now entrenched in
Scottish folklore and is good for the tourist trade.

St George slays the dragon.

Animals from the pre-Flood age were larger than their post-Flood counterparts.
This may be attributable to a difference in atmospheric pressure. Lesser preFlood air pressure allowed animals to grow bigger as is evident from the
fossilised bones which are found all over the world. But post-Flood the higher
atmospheric pressure would have placed excessive pressure on the Dinosaur’s
heart, hence not only man killing them off but they themselves were not
physically equipped for a new world after the Flood. They had heart attacks as
blood could not pump through their internal system quick enough to meet the
demands of the heart.
Did dinosaurs and humans co-exist? The evidence says they certainly did.
And the Bible too confirms this to be the case.

MACblog #11

23/04/2018

This week’s MACblog issue takes to the air. I first came upon this story about
15 years back in my creation studies and have always had a yearning to share it
someday with my fellow Christians. This is the story of one plane of the Lost
Squadron of 1942; this is the story of Glacier Girl.
GLACIER GIRL
It was during the Second World War and the need for aircraft in England was
great. Both medium and heavy bombers and fighter aircraft were needed to be
supplied from the USA non-stop into the European theatre of war. To keep a
steady delivery of aircraft into England, aircraft were shipped over by sea, either
fully assembled or sub-assembled in kit form. Also, to accelerate delivery
aircraft would also fly out using a series of remote landing strips as re-fueling
depots.
In July 1942, a flight of 6 P-38 Lightnings (see photo above) and 2 B-17
bombers as part of ‘Operation Bolero’ departed from Maine in the USA for
Newfoundland, Labrador, Greenland, Iceland and Scotland to their delivery
point in England. On 15 July however, due to poor weather conditions caused
by a massive blizzard that had blown in from the polar icecap, the landing field
in Iceland had closed down sending these 8 aircraft back across the Denmark
Strait to Greenland but being critically low on fuel they had no alternative other
than to effect an emergency forced landings on a glacier.
One plane flipped on landing. Others made ‘wheels up’ landings. Only minor
injuries were sustained. Nine days later the crews were rescued by dogsled. No
helicopters in those days.
Some years after the war an American aircraft enthusiast heard of this incident,
known as the ‘Lost Squadron’. With financial backing secured, an expedition
was launched to recover the planes thinking that as the planes had belly flopped
during landing they could be easily recovered. Clean out the engines, add fuel,
connect the starter batteries, fire up the motors and fly out. It all seemed so
simple.
Between 1977 and 1990 eleven expeditions tried to find and recover the planes

to no avail. In the 1988 expedition however hot steam pumped through copper
coils was used to bore a hole into the frozen landscape in an attempt to find the
aircraft. They were not lying under a few inches of ice as had been expected.
The first plane was found on this expedition and another was located and
salvaged in 1992. This entailed excavating a workstation within the glacier as
the planes had to be disassembled. By 2003 the first plane had been salvaged
and dubbed ‘Glacier Girl’. It has since been restored with 80% of its original
parts and flew again for the first time in over 60 years.
Parts that were too badly damaged acted as templates for the making of new
parts.

GLACIER GIRL entombed under the Greenland glacier, being disassembled for
hoisting up to the upper work station at glacier level, 75m above.
Glacier Girl’s story is a powerful reminder to us that thick layers of ice don’t
have to take immense time spans to form. Rather, this ‘slow and gradual’ belief
of how such things form is so ingrained in our society today that it comes as a
shock when we read stories like that of Glacier Girl. This is exactly what
happened with the salvage team, who expected the planes to be under a thin
sheet of snow and ice. This belief had nothing to do with the actual evidence,
but was an assumption made about the past used to interpret the evidence in the
present. However, Glacier Girl is only the tip of the iceberg of evidence that

contradicts this pervasive ‘slow and gradual’ belief occurring over many multimillions of years, such as in the supposed evolution of man for instance.
It’s ironic to note the basis on which some evolutionists have critiqued the use
of the ‘Planes in Ice’ story. They say things like, ‘We know from actual
measurements that snow and ice builds up fast in that part of Greenland to
account for the build-up of that much ice in only 50 years’. They seem to be
implying that this somehow undermines this actual evidence. But that is
precisely the point. Many today believe that it must take long periods of time
to build up the huge ice sheets that exist today. But if planes can be buried
under 75 metres of solid ice in 50 years, even at today’s rates of deposition, then
clearly there is ample time to lay down the ice sheets of today well within the
biblical historical timeframe of 6,000 years. When we start from the Word of
God and its history, Glacier Girl’s story makes sense.
However, it should be noted that snowfall is not deposited evenly across
Greenland, for instance. This is common with all countries. Certain areas
receive more snow than do others in the same country, as they do for rainfall.
Research shows that snowfall and the formation of glacial ice occurs more
rapidly on the east coast of Greenland than it does both on the central plateau
and the west coast. This is an important consideration when interpreting the
Glacier Girl story.
Nevertheless, the incident does show the rate that ice can accumulate and with
this often misunderstood as being indicative of a standard to be applied across
all parameters. A great story nonetheless with the delivery mission in the end
remaining unfulfilled.
Job 37:10 “By the breath of God ice is given, and the broad waters are frozen
fast (ice)”.

MACblog #12
A TILTED EARTH

28/03/2018

On 21 August last year a coast to coast solar eclipse occurred in the USA;
dubbed the ‘Great American Eclipse’ and possibly arranged by Donald Trump
to “make America great again”. It was viewable from the state of Oregon in the
northwest on the Pacific coast to the Carolinas in the southeast on the Atlantic
ocean. Millions gathered at vantage points along this route to view this fantastic
spectacle.
A Solar Eclipse occurs when the moon comes between the earth and sun and
casts a shadow onto the earth. That you should already know. At school you
may remember doing drawings in the Geography class to show the umbra (dark)
and penumbra (light) shadows cast by the moon. For most people living just
north or south of this path or swathe, known as the Path of Totality, this event
would have appeared as a partial eclipse with the moon only blackening out a
part of the sun.
Now if you google: ‘diameter of earth’, this is given at 12,742km and the
‘diameter of moon’ as 3,474km (27% in size). Google also the ‘earth to moon’
distance of 384,400km; this is basically 30 earth diameters distant.
Now accounting for the fact that the plane of the moon lines up along the
earth’s equator, if you tilt the earth by 23,5 degrees to supposedly account for
the 4 seasons (as all have been taught) then the moon will move away from the
position needed to produce a solar eclipse. The shadow cast by the moon would
miss the earth completely. A solar eclipse would not happen.
I would go as far as to claim that a Solar Eclipse is God’s proof to mankind that
His created Earth stands upright (no tilt), it is fixed and stationary (not moving).
The Sun with the starry realm moves across the skies each day/night and are
visible for all to see. We see the stars rise in the east and move across the night
sky to set in the west. The earth on the other hand is unmoving, save for the odd
earth tremor or earthquake, but that is another consideration entirely. Other than
that we have no sensation that the earth is in motion, so why then should we
believe that it is.
The mechanics of the universe, which declares the glory of God (Psa 19:1),
have been completely ignored at large by the church. Christians are instead
indoctrinated by false scientific teachings that adversely impact upon the truths

of scripture. Most people now-a-days would battle to get their head around the
possibility of a stationary earth and a moving sun having been so indoctrinated
from an early age by a godless educational system on the exact opposite
paradigm. Their ability to think correctly on this issue seems most difficult;
such is the long term effect of indoctrination. Most sadly have a ‘so what, don’t
care’ attitude anyway. They seem content to live with the lie. They miss out on
having a proper understanding of the heavens as God so created.
The ‘Evolution vs Creation’ debate supports this contention. Those that hold to
evolution would certainly not support a moving sun/fixed earth system of the
heavens as this is a bible based truth. To so accept this teaching is to grant
recognition to the bible as a source of absolute truth and their whole scientific
world would tumble down. Their government sponsored research grants could
then be withdrawn if they were to retract for their evolutionary position.
Of course, thankfully and rightly so, the news channels on TV all show an
upright earth at weather forecast time; maybe knowing that a tilted earth would
produce different weather patterns. The existence of a lush green belt of
vegetation across the equatorial belt, from the Amazon basin in Brazil to the
Congo basin in the DRC then on to the Indonesia islands in the Pacific and
Borneo, all testify to an upright earth. A tilted earth would certainly produce a
differently positioned ‘green belt’ equator.
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THE FRENCH INVASION OF ENGLAND in 1066
Sometime after the departure of the last Roman legions England was speaking
Anglo-Saxon, a Germanic language. Germanic tribes, coming from the North
Sea coast between Holland and Denmark, had invaded and colonized England
and established their language as the dominant tongue. The original Celtic
language was pushed back to Wales, Scotland, Cornwall, the offshore islands
and Ireland where the Celtic language still survives.
In the year 1066, Anglo-Saxon, as the preferred language, received an almost
fatal blow. The Norman French invaded England and William of Normandy,
then dubbed William the Conqueror, vanquished and killed King Harold of
England at the Battle of Hastings, a definite turning point for the English
language. More than half of the English vocabulary was now of French-Norman
and Latin-via -French origin.
After the Norman conquest, the French speaking conquerors established
themselves as the ruling caste. French barons and knights surrounded the new
ruler, not Saxon earls and thanes (most of whom had died in their losing the
battle at Hastings).William doled out the land of these dead Saxons to the
warriors who had helped him conquer the country, and favoured the new
French landholders in his new and heavy tax demands. He treated the native
Saxons as socially and economically inferior, a familiar practice in conquered or
annexed territory, yet upheld Saxon laws and customs, as he swore to do at his
coronation.

The good life, medieval style, of the Norman French overlords is echoed in
English speech today, for instance in everyday terms for meat. Meat prepared
for the table is still referred to by its modified French name, while the animal
from which the meat derives keeps its Saxon name.
The Animal

Meat for the Table

Modern French

Steer
Beef
Boeuf
Pig
Pork
Porc
Calf
Veal
Veau
Sheep
Mutton
Mouton
Chicken
Pullet
Poulet
Deer
Venison
Venaison
In a word, the Saxons did the raising and slaughtering of the animals, while the
Normans enjoyed the eating thereof. Almost all English words that describe
food preparation are of French origin, even though they may not look French--as may be seen in these words : boiled, roast, toast, fry, sauce, pastry, soup,
jelly and condiments. Even when English fully surfaced again as the national
language of England, tasty dishes were often given French names---a custom
evident today on the menus of upper class restaurants in most countries of the
world.
Many words which came into English at the time of the Norman conquest
indicate the position of the Saxons after the Battle of Hastings. Their
unenviable situation seems to unfold as one considers the following list of
French words adopted into English at that time: peasant, trespass, punish,
oppress, prohibit, discipline, tax, judge, penalty, prison, torture, supplication,
exile, treason, rebel, dungeon, execution. The word mortgage (literally “death
pledge”), another Norman contribution to the English vocabulary, is no longer
used in conversational French, where it is replaced by ‘hypotheque’, but
remains a word of considerable importance in English.
When the French and Anglo-Saxon tongues blended into a new language, a
rare phenomenon occurred that helped give English the world’s largest
vocabulary: the language offered two words instead of one; a basic Saxon
word and a more elegant or formal French word, for many actions and
phenomena:

ANGLO-SAXON ORIGIN
Smell
Sweat
Eat
Dead
Go away
Come back
Want
Get
Get
Look at

FRENCH ORIGIN
Odor
Perspire
Dine
Deceased
Depart
Return
Desire
Obtain
Receive
Regard

In general, almost all the polysyllabic words in English are of French-Latin origin
while the one syllable words come from Anglo-Saxon.
Adapted from the book NATIVE TONGUES by Charles Berlitz pg 21
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DEATH IN THE BALTIC
On 29 Jan this year the world gave little thought to the 73rd anniversary of the
tragic event that took place in the Baltic Sea on that day in 1945 concerning the
ocean liner SS Wilhelm Gustloff and what befell her and other similar ships in
the closing months of WW2.
Most people remember the SS Titanic and its sinking in April 1912 after hitting
an iceberg in the North Atlantic with the loss of about 1,500 passengers and
crew. Some may have heard of the RMS Lusitania and her sinking off the
southern Irish coast on 7 May 1915, having been torpedoed by a German
submarine with the loss of some 1,200 lives; which incident opened the way for
the USA to enter the war. There were American citizens and wealthy business
tycoons on board which gave cause to intervene.

RMS LANCASTRIA
Few people may have also heard of the troopship RMS Lancastria, a Cunard
passenger liner used by the British Admiraly in the evacuation of British
embassy personnel and soldiers from the French ports on the Bay of Biscay
(France) following the disaster at Dunkirk. It is said that between 8,000 and
10,000 people were on board when the ship was attacked and sunk by JU-88
aircraft of the German Air Force. Coming just two weeks after the evacuation of
Dunkirk news of this sinking was withheld from the British public on the
instruction of Winston Churchill as he thought they had had “enough bad
news”. This incident nevertheless represents the biggest loss of life in a single
incident in British maritime history. Yet other similar disasters were to occur
during WW2 and these happened in the Baltic Sea.
A stretch of land on the Baltic coast, being in earlier times, the German province

of East Prussia and later after WW1 known as the Danzig Corridor, having
been ceded by the allies to Poland after WW1 as war reparations and granting
her the ice-free port of Danzig. However, with Hitler’s rise to power
he sought to recover lost German territories and on 3 Sept 1939 he attacked
Poland over the Danzig ‘question’ and WW2 was underway. Norway, Denmark
and France soon fell under German control as well as the Baltic states of Latvia,
Lithuania and Estonia. In due time, Hitler turned his attention to Russia with
Operation Barbarossa having been denied victory over the British in the Battle
of Britian.
But by the beginning of 1945 the tide of war had turned against Germany. The
D-day landings in June 1944 saw American and British troops advancing across
Western Europe while on the eastern front the German army was fighting a
rearguard action ahead of an advancing Russian army. Daily bombings by the
allied airforce, with the Americans by day and the British by night, continued
unabated to utterly paralyse German industrial capacity. The entire
infrastructure of Germany was being ruthlessly destroyed in a merciless
campaign to deprive them of any advantage and to usher in an allied victory.
For the Russians, it was a time of retribution for what had befallen them some 3
years earlier when the German army with its blitzkrieg tactics had rolled into
their country killing millions of its people. The German populous now lived in
constant fear as the word was that the Russian soldiers were merciless in their
rape of German woman. To exacerbate the situation, the local population was
caught between the two opposing armies and all sought a way out, a way of
escape from the hell that was unfolding.
The German government responded by evacuating refugees by ship from the
ports in the Danzig Corridor to the German port of Kiel and to this end a
number of small ships as well as ocean liners were commandeered and pressed
into service. However, there existed the ever present danger of Russian
submarines which were known to operate in the Baltic and it was the SS
Wilhelm Gustloff that so suffered on 30 Jan ‘45, being torpedoed some 9 hours
into its journey with the staggering loss of upwards of 10,000 lives making it
the greatest loss of life at sea in a single incident.

SS CAP ARCONA

SS WILHELM GUSTLOFF 11 days later on 10 Feb ‘45 the SS Steuben was
torpedoed by another Russian submarine with the loss of 4,000 lives and then
on 3 May ‘45 the SS Cap Arcona and her escort ships SS Thielbek and SS
Deutschland were attacked and sunk by the RAF with the total loss of some
7,000 lives. It is said that for days afterwards the bodies of those lost were
washing up on the beaches. One source states that upwards of 5,000 children
had been aboard the SS Cap Arcona at the time of its sinking.
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OF FACTS AND FABLES : fossil footprints
For those old timers like me the name “Buffalo Bill Cody” may conjure up
memories from our youth of the ever popular low budget western cowboy films
that Holywood would regularly churn out. Most youngsters had a favourite
cowboy character. Hopalong Cassidy, Wild Bill Hickok and The Lone Ranger
with his horse Silver and his sidekick Tonto, all come to mind.
I mention Buffalo Bill Cody in connection with a book he wrote wherein he
relates an old American Indian story of their forebears : “It was taught by the wise
men of this tribe that the earth was originally peopled by giants, who were fully three times
the size of modern men. They were so swift and powerful that they could run alongside a
buffalo, take the animal under one arm, and tear off a leg, and eat it as they ran. So
vainglorious were they because of their own size and strength that they denied the existence
of a Creator. When it lighted, they proclaimed their superiority to the lightning; when it
thundered, they laughed. This displeased the Great Spirit, and to rebuke their arrogance he
sent a great rain upon the earth. The valleys filled with water, and the giants retreated to the
hills. The water crept up the hills, and the giants sought safety on the highest mountains. Still
the rain continued, the waters rose, and the giants, having no other refuge, were drowned.

Great rain? Giants? Great Spirit? All giants drowned. Sounds very much like
the story of Noah’s flood with some embellishment while the basic truth
remains. Like so many other peoples from around the world the memory of a
worldwide flood, even to the covering of the highest mountains, remains in their
culture.
While this story concerned the North American Indians, a parallel story is found
in the culture of the South American Inca people of Peru.
They make great mention of a deluge, which happened in their country........The Indians say that
all men were drowned in the deluge, and they report out of Lake Titicaca came one Viracocha,
who stayed in Tiahuanaco, where at this day there are to be seen the ruins of ancient and very
strange buildings, and from thence came to Cuzco, and so began mankind to multiply.....

For some crime unstated the people who lived in the most ancient times were destroyed by the
Creator ......in a deluge. After the deluge the Creator appeared in human form from Lake
Titicaca. He then created the sun and the moon and the stars. After that he renewed the
human population of the earth.... (underscoring for emphasis : mine)

(Bibliography: Fingerprints of the Gods by Graham Hancock pg 57)
The bible speaks of the mountains being covered to a depth of 15 cubits (Gen
7:20). It also speaks about giants in a number of texts. Interestingly, if giants did
exist in the ancient past then looking for proof beyond the bible confirmation
may be found in fossilised footprints embedded in rocks that had already
hardened and have remained as footprints for us to now marvel and inspect and
ponder as to their origin.

Human footprint outside Mpulusi in Mpumulanga,
Other similar footprints are found in many locations all over the world as may
be seen from these following examples:

SRI LANKA footprints, with the right foot seemingly sunk into the soft rock
leaving an impression of the toes.

TWO SETS of sandaled footprints in India.

LOCATION: unknown, a plaster cast.

CHINA: left footprint, double average present day length.

DENMARK, footprints of two individuals, as one print larger than the other.

Plaster cast: UNITED STATES, taken from the bed of
Paluxy River in Texas. Interestingly, this river bed also contains prints of both
humans and dinosaurs with, in one instance, a human print lying within the
dinosaur print suggesting that the human had followed the path of the dinosaur
shortly after it had passed by.

UNITED STATES, New Mexico
The bible has much to say about giants. The most famous giant story is that of
David and Goliath. In 1 Sam 17:4 Goliath’s height is recorded as 6 cubits and a
span.
In Gen 6:4 we read that “there were giants in the earth in those days, and also
after that, when the sons of God came in unto the daughters of men and they
bare children to them, the same mighty men, men which were of old, men of
renown. This verse opens up a whole discussion on the origin of exactly who
were the offspring of this union between the sons of God and the daughters of
Men were, but is not my intention here to get into any discussion on this subject
as that could open up a whole new can of worms.
Anyway, we do find in the scriptures that there were men of great statue at the
time of Joshua and Caleb. These were of such great size that they considered
themselves as grasshoppers by comparison (Num13:29-33).

In Deut 3:11 we read that “only Og, king of Bashan, remained of the remnant of
giants; behold his bedstead was a bedstead of iron, is it not in Rabath of the
children of Ammon? Nine cubits was the length thereof and four cubits the
breadth thereof, after the cubit of a man.
A cubit is an ancient unit of length between 440mm and 530mm.This gives an
average of 485mm or rounded off to half a metre. This was the recognised
distance from the tip of the forefinger to the point of elbow. A span for that
matter was the measurement from the tip of the thumb to the tip of the little
finger when the hand is extended, being about 9 inches (230mm). So when the
height of Goliath is given as six cubits and a span then the calculated modern
day measurement would be: 6 x 500mm=3,000mm plus 230mm=3,230m.
Goliath was about 75% bigger than the average modern man.
For King Og, his equivalent bedstead size would have been 4,5m in length by
2.0m wide. Extra-Extra King size no doubt.
1 Chr 11:23 an Egyptian, a man of great statue, has his height given as 5 cubits,
which converts to 2,5m.
Then in 2 Sam 21: 20 we find a man of great statue, being a child of a giant
having 6 fingers and 6 toes (confirmed in 1 Chr 20:6). He must have had a
genetic deformity.
In 2 Sam 21:22 we read “these four were born to the giant in Gath and fell by
the hand of David, and by the hand of his servants”. To which ‘four’ does this
refer?
1)
2)
3)
4)

2 Sam 21:16 first son slain, named : Ish-bi-be-nob, killed by Abishai.
2 Sam 21: 18 second son killed, named: Saph killed by Sibbechai.
2 Sam 21: 19 brother of Goliath, killed by Elhanan.
2 Sam 21: 21 third son (with 6 fingers & 6 toes) killed by Jonathon.

These ‘four’ from verse 22 therefore refer to these 4 deaths: 3 sons and an
uncle, to which we must add Goliath making it five which may explain why
David picked up 5 smooth stones when he went to fight Goliath in 1 Sam
17:40. Was he preparing to take on all five?

AUSTRALIA, NSW

LOCATIONS, both unknown

The fossil record shows that all life forms in the pre-flood days were larger than
their modern day equivalent.
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RAID ON ENTEBBE
The 1970s started where the 1960s left off. Much trouble in the world, usually
Arab related, as they continued to make demands that Israel concede land for
an independent Palestinian State: the so called two state solution, which by the
way was on offer in 1947 in the run up to Israel’s independence on May 1948.
The Jews accepted the division but the Arabs declined; wanting all the land
instead. Nothing much then has changed as this call still persists today.
Surprisingly, during the existence of the Turkish Ottoman empire from 1299 to
1922, that’s 623 years, when they, as a Moslem entity, controlled the coastal
strip down from Turkey to the Egyptian border no demands for a Palestinian
state were made.
The land of course, as God had deemed, lay fallow and while people moved to
and fro across the land none established a place of permanency. Not a single
town of Turkish origin exists anywhere in this land today. The place was utterly
deserted and desolate as testified by Samuel Clements in his travel to the Holy
Land in 1865 when he stated that throughout their travels no sign of human life
was to be seen. It remained a land without a people and a people without a land.
The land that had flowed with milk and honey ( Jos 5:6) now proved ost
inhospitable. The people had been removed and existed across many countries
in an era of the Diaspora (the dispersion).
1972 saw the Munich Olympic Games massacre, when 11 Israeli athletes were
killed by a Pro-Palestinian German based terrorist organisation, known as the
Black September organisation. This group was affiliated to the PFLP, the
Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine, which by association was an
offshoot of the PLO, the Palestinian Liberation Organisation.
1973 saw the Arab-Israeli Yom Kippur War occur. On the holiest day in the
Jewish year, when all Israeli military forces had stood down for purposes of
being at home with their families, the Egyptians launched a surprise attack on
Israel during their holy month of Ramadan. Israel barely survived, but once
their military recovered from the initial onslaught they repelled the Arab forces
and took the advantage by crossing the Suez Canal into Egypt with their tank
brigades under the command of Moshe Dayan, the man with the black eye-

patch, heading for Cairo. Many Christian pastors were dumbstruck as the
prophecies of the bible said nothing about the Jews going back into Egypt, but
thankfully and true to form the Arabs soon called for a cease fire as they had
done in 1967 during the Six Day War. Seemingly, they don’t make for good
fighters.
1973 also saw an oil embargo imposed by the Oil Producing Exporting
Countries (OPEC) against all those countries supporting Israel. South Africa at
the time was a close ally of Israel and the government in an effort to limit fuel
consumption reduced the maximum speed limit on all country roads from 120
kph to 60 kph. What a joy it was to drive down to Capetown!
1975 at last saw the Suez Canal cleared of blockships set by Egypt in 1967.
The 15 ships trapped for the previous 8 years (since the Six day War) could
again reach the open oceans. Actually, only 2 of the fifteen ships of the Yellow
Fleet, so named after years of sand blasting, were able to move under their own
steam.
After the Six Day War of 1967 the Arab countries realised they were no match
militarily for tiny Israel. Their confederacy of 5 Arab states had been
humiliated. Israel had emerged as the dominant power in the Middle East.
While terrorism had been an ever present threat to the people of Israel this was
now intensified in an effort to whip Israel into submission. The dream of the
annihilation of the State of Israel was the declared objective of the Arab states.
They promised to outdo Hitler in their efforts to destroy the Jew. Terrorism was
not something new to Israel. Throughout her long history we find objection to
her presence. The book of Nehemiah shows how when the children of Israel
returned after their 70 years of exile in Babylon in their attempt to rebuild the
wall of the city of Jerusalem which Nebuchadnezzar had destroyed together
with the temple they met with opposition to the extent that as they built so they
would have their weapons close at hand. They had to be ever vigilant.
In the mid 70s the hijacking of aircraft on international flights became
commonplace. Most months regularly saw a hi-jacking or two. This was in an
age before metal detectors and x-ray luggage scanners. It was relatively easy for
armed passengers to take control of international aircraft flights and then would
in some instances destroy the planes when Israel refused to accede to the
demands of the terrorists.
On 4 July 1976, just as USA was celebrating their 200th birthday, so another hijack incident was taking place. An Air France plane had departed Tel Aviv for
Paris via Athens on a routine scheduled flight carrying 247 passengers and a
crew of 12 =259 persons. In Athens 4 German passengers joined and when

airborne they soon presented themselves as hi-jackers demanding that the pilot
fly to Benghazi in Libya where they took on fuel and flew on to Entebbe in
Uganda.
The stated objective of the terrorists was a call for the release of 40 Palestinians
prisoners held by Israel as well as 13 other prisoners held by 4 other
governments. Israel re-iterated their non co-operation with terrorists.
Uganda was the domain of a violent 50 year old dictator by name Idi Amin
Dada, a servant of Islam, who had come to power through a military coup in
1971. He was known as the Butcher of Uganda for his killing of some 300,000
on his own people, mainly those from local tribes following the Christian faith.
He also had expelled between 50,000 and 70,000 Indian traders from the
country, resulting in a collapse of the economy. Uganda in the 70s was not the
sort of place you wanted to visit. Idi Amin nonetheless personally welcomed the
German terrorists with open arms even providing them with additional weapons
and soldiers for guarding the hostages.
On reaching Entebbe in Uganda the German terrorists separated the Jews from
the non Jews. Non Jews were allowed to leave and fly out. The Jews remained
under armed guard at the airport terminal. A death sentence hung over them if
the terrorists’ demands were not met. Word of this got back to the military in
Israel who were considering their options for staging a raid to recover and
release the hostages. Uganda was however 4,800 km away or 9,600km for the
round trip. Therein lay a problem. The available military planes could not
undertake a round trip. They would need to re-fuel. Also, any chance of a
release would be lost if the hostages were moved away from the air terminal.
In their planning the Israeli’s realised the need to secure the main entrance to
the airport in case a firefight ensued. A Ugandan army base was located nearby
and to this end they took along a black Mercedes Benz motor car similar to that
personally used by Idi Amin, to help them confuse the guards into thinking that
Idi Amin was in the vehicle in which case they would all ‘present arms’
rendering them easy targets.
At nightfall on 4 July 1976 four Hercules C-130 transport planes of the Israeli
Air Force left an airstrip at Sharm-el-Shiekh, located at the southernmost point
of the Sinai Peninsular,(at that time the Sinai Peninsula formed part of Israel’s
territory having been captured in the Six day War of 1967) loaded with the
Mercedes Benz and several army Jeeps and about 100 Israeli commandos with
aircrews and support personnel like medical doctors. They flew at a height of
some 30 meters above the waters of the Red Sea until at a predetermined point

near the southern point of the Red Sea they cut through the mountainous region
of Ethiopia to arrive at Entebbe. It has been an approximate 8 hour flight.
Two Boeing 707 aircraft followed the cargo planes. One carrying medical
facilities landed at Nairobi while the second Boeing circled overhead at Entebbe
during the raid acting as a communications control centre.
In a controlled 90 minute military operation that saw all 4 Hercules C-130
planes land, the black Mercedes Benz exiting the one plane, approach and
securing the main gates with the killing of the security guards, a separate
firefight with those on guard duty at the air terminal killing 45 Ugandan
soldiers, the death of all four German hi-jackers, a rush of Israeli commandos
into the airport terminal building to release 102 hostages, the unfortunate death
of three hostages caught in cross fire, the complete destruction of 30 Russian
made jet fighters of the Ugandan Air Force and the death of just one Israeli
soldier.
After the raid, the Israeli planes departed for Nairobi Kenya to refuel for the
return leg home to Israel later that day.
The day before the raid an elderly Jewish lady hostage, Dora Bloch, had taken
ill and was moved to the Kampala Hospital. In retaliation for his humiliation Idi
Amin had her shot as well as a number of Kenyans living in Uganda, being
accused of complicity. For Ugandans this often meant being thrown to the
crocodiles in the Nile River.
Such was the success of the raid that even today, some 50 years later, this
rescue operation is still recognised as the greatest counter terrorist hostage
rescue mission ever carried out in the world.
And the only Israeli commando killed that day was the older brother of
Benjamin Netanyahu, the present Prime Minister of Israel.
The Mercedes Benz car proved most popular for those wanting to hire a car in
Israel. Staff at Hertz Rent-A-Car, however, were sure the rented car had been
rented out white but was now black.
Thank you and may God bless Israel.

MACblog #17
CHRISLAM (a merging of Chritainity and Islam)
Ever since Christianity began in the days of Apostles, when the word of God
was proclaimed thoughout the world, evil men have come against the
scriptures to discredit them. Already we find in Paul’s day the word of God was
being corrupted: “For we are not as many, which corrupt the word of God-----------”(11 Cor 2:17); so really, such as we are faced with today is nothing new;
the tragedy is that the thrust of this new evil called Chrislam is being energised
and driven by so-called evangelical preachers; mainly those of the mega money
church fraternity in America.
Chrislam is a sect that recognises both the Bible and the Koran as Holy texts. Of
course such a mixture does neither justice, as they are diametrically opposed in
theological content and share no real common ground. Many slight
similarities may exist but these are peripheral and have no impact on the
central core doctrines of each other. The words of Amos the prophet are
pertinent here: “Can two walk together, except they be agreed?” (Amos 3:3)
In this modern era the church is filled with many good meaning, honest living,
generous and peace loving people confessing Christ as Lord who are
completely unaware of what is developing in the world and in general most
are biblically ignorant, knowing neither bible history of the past nor bible
prophecies concerning the future.
Further, it is a regrettable fact that modern day bible versions have been
allowed to take root in the church as a basis for reading, preaching and general
instruction. These versions deny the Deity of Jesus, they deny the Triune
Godhead of Father, Son and Holy Spirit and they deny the saving power of the
blood of Christ. God would want us to stand on the Authorised King James
Bible of 1611 as the inspired Word of God, as He wrote it and as He has
preserved it for all generations. “The words of the Lord are pure words as tried
in a furnace of earth, purified seven times. Thou shalt keep them from this

generation forever.” Psa 12:6,7. It is God’s gift of Himself to the Christian, as an
eternal inheritance and we are responsible for its safekeeping for our children
and grandchildren and the generations to come. 1 Thess 3:4 “But as we were
allowed of God to be put in trust with the gospel, even as we speak: not as
pleasing men, but God, which trieth our hearts”. God has entrusted His word to
the Christian, so who are we to change it.
Chrislam is a tool of the proponents of the New World Order and the church of
Jesus Christ is being conditioned to accept the ushering in of the devil as lord
and master, to which all must take the mark of the beast. Their creation is
however a two headed monster, a hybrid style of worship which is but an end
time demonic assault on the church. It seemingly may be traced back to the
liberal ‘love gospel’ where supposedly the love of God will see all people
through to heaven, irrespective of what they believe and to which cult or sect
they belong or to which lifestyle they prefer. But this deadly heresy gains no
support in scripture which declares: “There is a way which seemeth right unto
man but the end thereof is death” (Prov 16:25). Of course also let us not forget
that “there is no other name given among men whereby we might be saved.”
(Acts 4:12) and this is central to one’s Christian belief.
Chrislam in essence equates the God of the bible with the moon God of Islam,
but being incompatible it surely suits neither side. To the Christian Islam is
anathema and to Islam Christianity is likewise considered. It must be realised
that Chrislam is a universal ecumenical interfaith religion with a syncretic
melding of Christianity and Islam at its core despite there being individual
major doctrinal difference. The objective is that one can be both Christian and
Moslem at the same time, as they supposedly worship the same God.
True Christianity declares Jesus to be God incarnate and this is not negotiable
for without his deity his death on the cross would have been worthless. I Jn 2:2
declares : “ And he is our propitiation for our sins: and not for ours only, but
also for the sins of the whole world”. Islam adamantly rejects the sacrifice of
Jesus on the cross of Calvary. To Islam this is blasphemy and considered as
dung yet as a concept both parties should reject the other as they are
incongruous.
Christianity and Islam are considered the world’s two largest religions. But it
should be understood by definition what is really meant is that Roman

Catholicism and Islam are the two largest religions. Protestant Christianity,
which draws it tenets of faith from the scriptures alone (Sola Scriptura), stands
separate and distinct.
For Catholicism, traditional beliefs are fully controlled by the Pope in Rome,
who is considered the Vicar of Christ here on earth. His is a worldwide empire,
being an extension of the old Roman Empire with its Caesar now garbed in
religious attire as the Pope of Rome. The state church of the Roman Empire
was established in AD380 with the Edict of Thessalonica when Emperor
Theodosius made Nicene Christianity the sole authorised religion. Before that
the state had shown tolerance for Christianity without placing it above other
religions. Christianity and Paganism were subsequently merged as the
foundation for Catholic doctrine. The term Nicene Christianity was founded on
the Nicene Creed, a statement of faith, which formalised and defined the
doctrines of the Christian faith.
In its ambition for worldwide dominance, the Roman Catholic Church, at the
time of the founding of Islam, attempted to secure the City of Jerusalem for
itself by using the followers of Mohammed as their agents for conquest and
occupation. Catholicism claims that they are the New Israel and that the Israel
of the Bible no longer exists. In general parlance this is known as Replacement
Theology, which to the committed Christian has no place in the realm of
scripture. But things did not go according to plan and instead the hoards of
Islam took occupancy of the Holy Land for themselves and to counter this the
Popes of the time, over the next few hundred years, raised and despatched
several military expeditions, known as the Crusades, to take back the Holy
Land, with the promise of total absolution from sin and immediate access to
heaven for those who heeded the crusader call and were killed. This is where
Islam obtained their promise of direct access to their heaven for those killed
on jihad or as an act of terrorism, but they spiced it up somewhat with 70
virgins thrown in for good measure. Islam calls for your son to die for their
god while Christianity sees the God of Glory sending His Son to die for us.
The Church of Rome was thus instrumental in establishing Islam, which like
Catholicism also has ambitions for worldwide domination. Both Catholicism
and Islam are actually military organisations dressed in religious garb,
masquerading as religious movements. Catholicism states concerning their

relationship with Islam: “The plan of salvation also includes those who
acknowledge the Creator, in the first place amongst them are the Muslims:
these profess to hold the truth of Abraham and together with us they adore
the one merciful God, mankind’s judge on the last day”. But Moslems do not
stand with biblical Christianity in worshipping the one true God. Instead they
worship Allah, the pagan god of war, and deny the Cross of Christ and deny
Jesus as the Son of God.
In due time the followers of Islam swept across North Africa from the Red Sea
to Morocco. Then they crossed into Spain which they occupied for some 700
years (that’s twice the time since Jan van Riebeeck landed at the Cape). Later
they crossed the Pyrenees Mountains into France and were finally halted by
Charles Martel at the Battle of Tours in the year 732 and pushed back into
Spain. Later they were expelled from Spain into North African (Morocco,
Tunisia, Algeria) where they are today. This was their first attempt to establish
themselves in Western Europe in their ambitions for worldwide dominance.
By the year 1683, in a second attempt to gain control of Western Europe, they
had advanced through the Balkans region of Eastern Europe, where, as the
Ottoman (Turkish) Empire, they were routed at the Battle of Vienna and
pushed back over the Dardanelles into Asia Minor. Several pockets of remnant
Moslems still exist to this day in Serbia, Croatia, Montenegro and Bulgaria.
What we see today then with the flood of Moslem immigrants from the
Middle East into western Europe is their third attempt at worldwide
domination but realising that militarily they are no match for the western
nations they deceptively infiltrate the west with the slogan that they are ‘a
peace loving and tolerant people’ well deserving a place in the sun. However,
nothing could be further from the truth for “by their fruits ye shall know
them” (Matt 7:16).
Terrorism is a worldwide curse and while not all Moslems are terrorists
certainly, for the past 20 years or so all terrorists have been Moslem.
The merging of both then under the banner of Chrislam offers the possibility of
worldwide domination. Both support this programme and in the case of
Catholics their support for Hitler, both during the rise of his Third Reich and
then during the Second World War, confirms their ambition to gain the
greatest (religious) benefit for their church. With the subsequent loss to the

forces of Christian Protestantism, Catholicism had to stand back until another
opportunity presented itself. Chrislam is thus important to the Pope in Rome
and overtures are being made to Islam by them with the Pope openly kissing
the Koran and declaring (catholic) Christianity as being compatible with Islam.
But in our ignorance deception will ensnare us. A time of great tribulation is
spoken of in the scriptures (Matt 24:21). Many will not endure sound doctrine
and many will corrupt the Word of God:
2 Tim 4:3 : “For the time will come when they will not endure sound
doctrine, but after their own lusts shall they heap to themselves teachers,
having itching ears.”
2 Thess 2:11,12 : “And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that
they should believe a lie. That they all might be damned who believe not the
truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness.
2 Pet 3:16) : “As also in all his epistles, speaking in them of these things, in
which are some things hard to be understood, which they that are unlearned
and unstable wrest (ie to distort in meaning) as they do also the scriptures unto
their own destruction.”
False doctrines will turn people away from the truth of the scriptures unto
fables and myths and their own vain imaginations. (2 Tim 4:4) Allah is a false
god of man’s invention and is nothing like the God of the Bible. Their
proclamation is that Allah has no son and condemns all those who so believe.
Allah is a single entity while the God of the Bible is a triune Godhead of the
Father, Son and Holy Spirit.
Further, Islam’s continued dislike for and open hostility towards Israel is
everyday news. Their open desire is to seek its annihilation: Ps 83: 4 “They
have said, Come, and let us cut them off from being a nation: that the name of
Israel may be no more in remembrance” even to wiping it off the face of the
earth, although it is an independent sovereign nation established as such in
May 1948 by the United Nations. Also in its appeasement of Islam the West
now stands opposed to Israel (the South African government included). For
God on the other hand Israel is ‘the apple of His eye’ (Deut 32:9,10) and we as
Christians are exhorted in scripture to pray for the wellbeing of that country,
for God has declared he will bless those that bless Israel and curse those who

come against her (Gen 12,1-3,27:29). Presently we see Islam marshalling its
forces against Israel both politically, economically and theologically. Israel
today stands isolated and condemned by the world at large, with Zionism
equated with apartheid. This anti-Israel stance is led in the main by Evangelical
and Fundamentalist Christian leaders that equate Christianity with Islamist
theology.
Church leaders who support Chrislam don’t see the deception that is being
perpetrated. They place the church in grave danger as they are part of the
deception process, believing they can’t be deceived.
Donald Trump’s recent recognition of Jerusalem as the Capital of Israel is like a
breath of fresh air into a troubled land.

MACblog #18

21/03/2018

THE TSWAING METEOR CRATER

It was on 8 Feb 1998, twenty years back, that I visited the Tswaing Meteor
Crater located some 40 km north of Pretoria. The heat of the day made for a
most unpleasant experience with two ladies in the group getting sick from heat
exhaustion. The return climb up out of the crater proved most arduous and
uncomfortable. It was an energy sapping experience.

I had taken a group of people from our church to Tswaing to gain first hand
knowledge of just what damage an impacting meteor can cause. At the time
we were studying the Book of Revelation and were specifically contemplating
the verses:





Rev
8:8 And the second Angel sounded and as it were a great
mountain burning with fire was cast into the sea, and the third part of the
sea became blood.
Rev
8:9 And the third part of the creatures which were in the sea,
and had life, died, and the third part of the ships were destroyed.

Here the writer John in a vision sees as it were a great mountain (a very large
meteorite --- the meteor Mathilde has a diameter of 61km). An incoming
object, such as a meteor, would ignite upon entry into the earth’s atmosphere
and as a massive fireball would impact the earth with incredible velocity. In this
Biblical account the meteor crashes into the sea, causing worldwide death and
destruction to sea life and ships and also land based life as a result of
massive tsunamis that would overflow the low lying coastal areas. (The Dec
2004 Indonesian Tsunami disaster accounted for some 300,000 lives across the
north Indian Ocean region, making it the sixth greatest natural disaster in
world history by estimated deaths).

Also with the meteor impacting the ocean a large volume of water would
vaporize and then precipitate into rain resulting in rainstorms of worldwide
unimaginable proportions bringing further death and destruction with postevent flooding.





Rev 8:10 And the third angel sounded and there fell a great star from
heaven, burning as it were a lamp, and it fell upon the third part of the
rivers, and upon the fountains of water.
Rev 8:11 And the name of the star is called Wormwood: and the third part
of the waters became wormwood; and many men died of the waters,
because they were made bitter.

Here we find another angel sounds and a second meteor impacts the earth.
This time it strikes on land; poisoning the rivers and lake waters, so that many
men died of these waters.

I feel that the reference to ‘blood’ in verse 8 above may not concern literal
blood but rather the waters were caused to change colour to a reddish hue
from the fallout of debris in the atmosphere kicked up at the impact point.

At the time of the Pharoah in Egypt, when he would not let the children of
Israel leave, we find in Exod 7:17-21 that as one of the plagues came upon the
Egyptians the river waters (ie the Nile river) were turned to blood, thereby
killing off the fish and rendering the waters undrinkable. Further, in Exod 9:2225, it may be observed that another plague concerned the arrival of a cataract
(shower) of small meteorites (possibly incorrectly translated as hail) mixed
with fire (hail and fire don’t mix) with great thunderings in the heavens,
causing death and destruction to man, animal and plants (food source).



Rev: 8:12
And the fourth angel sounded, and the third part of the sun
was smitten and the third part of the moon and the third part of the stars;
so as the third part of them was darkened, and the day shone not for a third
part of it, and the night likewise.

Here we see the possible impacting of a third meteor upon the land with the
emphasis being ‘air pollution’. This meteor causes a large volume of dust and
debris to be swept up into the sky that the sun, moon and stars are blotted out
from view. No sunlight during the daytime and no moonlight or starlight at
night. What is the probability of such a catastrophe happening again?

Well, with the eruption of the Indonesian volcanoes, Tambora in 1815 and
Karakatoa in 1873, such a large volume of ash was released into the
atmosphere that for several days the sun was not visible. The outpourings of
ash into the atmosphere were then swept around the globe by prevailing
winds and resulted in tremendously spectacular sunsets for several months
thereafter. In the case of Tambora, such was the volume of outpoured ash that
there was no summer in the greater part of Europe in 1816, resulting in famine
because of a disrupted summer growing season.

Getting back to the Tswaing Crater, it was of interest to hear the museum
attendant explain that it was in 1988 that Pretoria University finally concluded
officially that the crater was of meteoric origin and not volcanic. To us
unlearned tourists, on our hike down into the crater, it was obvious that no
volcanic lava or black ash was at all noticeable. The soil in the impact area was
gravelly and loose and reddish brown in colour. At no stage did we gain the
impression that the origin may have been volcanic.

The dispute however is not unexpected, as the teaching of the past has been
that it was not at all possible that solid objects such as meteorites could fall
from the sky and impact the earth with disastrous consequences. This may be
verified by referring to any encyclopedia on the subject: meteorites. In fact, it
was only in 1952 that the USA finally accepted that the craters on the moon
were formed by meteor impact. On this understanding NASA could advance its
programme for a moon landing by man in 1969. It is also interesting to observe
that the lunar module for the 1969 moon landing had been built with four large
flattish landing footplates, designed to compact the moon dust on the
moon surface when landing, thereby affording the module a safe landing in an
upright position.

The dust was supposed to have been accumulated as cosmic dust over the
many multi- millions of years of the moon’s existence. Surprise therefore
followed the actual landing of the lunar module when scientists on earth
observed on the TV monitors that there was hardly any build-up of dust with
Neil Armstrong’s boots sinking into a depth only adequate to leave a bootprint.
The conclusion is that the age of the moon is very young, not the millions of
years evolutionary thinking would want.

Another observation at Tswaing concerns the recovery of salt and soda ash
from the impact crater over the past 100 years. But one must ask: why is there
a soda ash deposit in the crater? Why too salt? Was it formed as a result of the

impact or was it there before the impact, acting as a sort of target at time of
impact. For a possible answer let us again refer to the Bible for in Gen 13:13 we
find a reference to the men of Sodom being exceedingly wicked and sinners
before the Lord. Thereafter we read about Abraham and Lot and their
association with the two cities of Sodom and Gomorrah. In Gen 19: 24/25 we
read:



Gen 19:24/26
Then the Lord rained upon Sodom and upon
Gomorrah brimstone and fire from the Lord out of heaven, (vs 25) and He
overthrew those cities and all the plain, and all the inhabitants of the cities
and that which grew upon the ground, (vs 26) but his (Lot’s) wife looked
back from behind him, and she became a pillar of salt.

Is it not possible, that the word Sodom, besides its common association with
the homosexual behaviour of men as in Sodomy, has also given its name to the
chemical ‘sodium’? Sodium Carbonate is soda ash; a colourless or white
odourless soluble crystalline compound used in the manufacture of glass,
ceramics, soap and paper, and as a cleaning agent in washing powder. For a
long time Israel has been a major exporter of soda ash mined in the Dead Sea.
So the question is: at what time did the Dead Sea become dead?

It is generally accepted today that the locations of these two destroyed cities,
Sodom and Gomorrah, lie beneath the waters of the Dead Sea. Is it not
possible that such was the magnitude of the impact of the brimstone
(meteorites) that the ‘plains’ collapsed under the force of the impact causing
waters to overflow the surrounding landscape thereby drowning the two
cities? The brimstone was the agent that caused the soda ash and salt to form
thereby contaminating all the waters so that forever after the waters of the
Dead Sea have been excessively salty and it was this salt that at God’s
instruction caused Lot’s wife to be transformed into a pillar of salt.

Turning again to the museum attendant’s talk and his comment on the age of
the crater, it must be noted that the 220,000 years of age given should be
qualified by saying that it is in accordance with ‘evolutionary precepts’ and
therefore not in line with biblical dating. Had the crater been formed prior to
Noah’s flood then it would have been covered up with the deposition of
sediment at the time of the flood with even the present continents being very
differently contoured to those pre-flood. It is thus safe to conclude that with
the almost pristine condition of the crater it was formed by an impact some
time after the flood of Noah, biblically dated at 4,300 years ago. To the human
eye it does not appear to be 220,000 years old: but then what does? By what
standard would it be measured against?
In closing, it was also noticeable from the display at the museum that the age
of the Vredefort crater in the Free State was given as 2,023 million years. Any
geological timescale prepared by adherents of evolutionary thought only goes
back 650 million years, so on what premiss do they go back 2,023 million
years? It reminds one of Rom 1:22 “Professing themselves to be wise, they
became fools.”

MACblog #19
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UNDERSTANDING YOUR ROOTS: a bible story of fact and legend.

The early history of the peoples in Scotland and England is for many reasons
better known than that of any other European community. After the Norman
conquest of England at the Battle of Hastings in the year 1066, under William
the Conqueror, the country never again suffered from destructive foreign
invasions, and the continuity of the traditions and records in many of its
leading families and churches, as well as the keen historical sense of some of
the medieval chroniclers, and the almost inexhaustible store of material in
thePublic Records Office have enabled scholars and researchers to draw a
complete picture of daily life throughout the isles.
We so often fail to recognize the fact that in the pre-Christian era people were
not backward. The commonly used label ‘dark ages’ is a misnomer. People
merely functioned at a lower level than we have now attained. They still had
their desires for family and pursued wealth and the good things in life in the
same way as we do today. They were adventuresome and explored other lands
for mineral deposits. This led them to improve their shipbuilding and
navigational skills. The technology of their day enabled them to undertake
extended sea voyages in large ocean going vessels. The seafaring Phoenicians
are on record as having crossed the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, as well as
circumnavigating the African continent in the days of Pharaoh Necco, some 600
years before the birth of Christ. King Solomon of the Bible may also have
used the services of the Phoenicians in his pursuit of gold and other riches
from distant lands.
In the days before the rise of the Roman Empire, the likes of Babylon and Troy
were major citadels. The Greek and Roman nations were preceded by the
Macedonians, the Spartans and the Trojans (ie People of Troy). They frequently
waged war against each other. These were the superpowers of that era.
Babylon, Nineveh, Tyre and Jerusalem all existed contemporaneously in a

competitive trade environment in the Middle East. All were major
metropolises, yet only Jerusalem remains today. The other three are no more.
They were destroyed upon the command of God and are recorded in the realm
of fulfilled Bible prophecy. Even the Macedonians and Spartans and the
Trojans of Troy are no more. (Note: the story of these four cities I will present
in a future MACblog). Strangely, of all the ancient peoples that came onto the
world scene down through the ages, only the Jew remains. The Jew is most
indomitable. He is resolute. Such is the programme of God. They are the apple
of His eye. They are His eternal people. Kings and Kingdoms have come and
gone, but the Jew remains.
While man was being directed by God to settle new lands and establish
themselves as nations, it is just be possible that God may have had his hand
especially upon the future nation of England. This would seem to be the case,
otherwise how does one explain the abundance of references in existence
concerning the early days of England and Ireland? These do not read as
merestories based on fantasies and untruths. Rather the history of that time
shows that England and Ireland shine through all the many other nations
across the world that the Lord had established.
The Welshman, Geoffrey of Monmouth (c.1100-1154) presents one of the
earliest sources of the legendary beginnings of Britain. He wrote ‘The History
of the Kings of Britain’, about the year 1136. His work may be more properly
called a story rather than a history and it may be said to bear resemblance to
the historical books of the Old Testament, from Genesis to Esther, as they
recorded the story of Israel in an historical setting.
His purpose in writing his record was to trace for posterity the history of the
Britons through a period of nineteen hundred years (ie from about 1200 years
before Christ), from the arrival of Brutus down to the last British king,
Cadwallader, who finally abandoned Britain to the Anglo-Saxons in the seventh
century. His story ends with King Arthur and his fight against the Anglo-Saxon
invaders. This invasion proved most successful and finally led to the people
being called English after their Angle invaders who came from the region
between present day Holland and Denmark. The Britons escaped to the west,
towards Wales and Cornwall. Some fled the island and crossed to Gaul, leaving
their name for the land across the Channel as Brittany or Breton in French.

The Normans, under Duke William the Conqueror, defeated Harold, the last
Saxon king, at the Battle of Hastings in 1066. The British people had once ruled
the island from the North Sea to the Irish Sea and all along the Channel, but
then were conquered by Angles, Saxons and Jutes from Germany and
Denmark. They were split into two distinct groups, those in Wales and
Cornwall and those in Brittany. Geoffrey’s purpose in writing his story
stemmed from him being a Breton born in Wales and it showed his patriotic
sentiments. Yet the real story starts at an earlier age, about 1200 years before
the birth of the Lord Jesus Christ.
In his sea journey, after he, as a survivor at the fall of Troy, left Troy, as head of
a group of survivors, Brutus passed through the Pillars of Hercules (eventually
to become Gibraltar) where he met up with Corineus, another survivor, who
proved to be most helpful as an ally and friend, and they joined forces in an
alliance because of their common experience. In due time, they came to the
west coast of Aquataine, present day France, entering the estuary of the Loire
river. Goffar, who was then king of Aquataine, fought against these surviving
Trojans under Brutus and Corineus. The Trojans were victorious and Goffar
sought assistance from other nearby kings and again battle ensued and again
the Trojans won. However, Brutus considered it unwise to remain in Aquataine
as he had lost many men in the two engagements. Accordingly, Brutus sailed
with his fleet of ships for the land of Albion, meaning ‘white’, the original name
of Britain, in undoubted reference to the white cliffs of Dover.
The land was most attractive and fertile. It was plenteous in deer and the rivers
teemed with fish and well worthy of settlement. Brutus and his party sailed up
the Thames River establishing their settlement where present day London
stands. Brutus gave his name to the country, Britain, and Corineus gave his
name to the county of Cornwall where he chose to settle. Geoffrey of
Monmouth tells us ‘that Brutus constructed and built the city of London, the
first settlement in Britain, to commemorate the ravaged city of Troy. He called
it ‘Troyneweth’ (Troy renews itself), that is, New Troy. Subsequently, King Lud
called it Caerlud (ie Lud’s Castle), after himself, to which the Britons took great
exception. Later the English called the city London, and later still, the Normans
called it Loundres; in Latin it was called Londonia. The river Thames was named
after the river on which old Troy had once stood; the river Thymes.
Such was the story that Geoffrey of Monmouth recorded for posterity, so that
we in this modern era might understand and appreciate our origin and honour

those brave ancestral men and woman from whom we ensue. Much more
could be written in this regard but truth and speculation often overlap where
facts and fables become intertwined and difficult to unravel.
Irish tradition and folklore tell of the arrival of an old man, a prophet called
Jeremiah, together with his scribe, Baruch, a servant Ebed-melech and two
princesses, with the elder named Tea Tephi. Jeremiah was the Jewish prophet
of the Old Testament, who together with his party had escaped the armies of
Nebuchadnezzar, the king of Babylon, in the year 583BC, as he set forth to
conquer Jerusalem and Israel. The two princesses were the daughters of the
Jewish King Zedekiah who had been taken captive by King Nebuchadnezzar.
The very last event that he was to witness was the death of his sons for shortly
thereafter his eyes were put out on the command of Nebuchadnezzar (2 Kings
25:7), before being taken captive to Babylon. Jeremiah, Baruch the scribe, his
assistant scribe and the two princesses had escaped the siege of Jerusalem and
taken refuge in Egypt before boarding a ship for the Pillars of Hercules at
Gibraltar and onward to present day Ireland.
Tea Tephi, sometime after her arrival in Ireland, married Eochaide the
Heremon, the King of all Ireland. Jeremiah is honoured by his guests as a great
man of God and was promoted to a position of high authority in the kingdom.
Of great significance is the fact that Eochaide was of the genealogical line of
Zarah, while Tea Tephi of the genealogical line of Pharez. Zarah and Pharez
were twin Jewish boys and the two families are united in the marriage of Tea
Tephi and Eochaide, enabling the offspring of King David of Israel to continue
their seed in a new land.
The bible in Gen 38:27-30 records that when the twins were due to be born
Zarah put his hand out of his mother’s womb and the midwife tied a ‘Red Cord’
around his wrist to mark him being the first born and secure his birthright.
However, Zarah of the ‘Red Hand’ pulled his hand back and his brother Pharez
was born first and so breached Zarah’s birthright. The Ulster flag honours this
occasion in depicting the ‘Red Hand’ of Zarah, to show their Jewish roots.
From this union all the future kings and queens of Ireland, Scotland and
England were to come. Tea Tephi was called the Princess of the Harp. Ever
since the harp has been a national symbol of Ireland, in honour of the fact that
Tea Tephi was of the line of David, the harpist in the Bible. Of added interest is

the Ulster flag, which depicts a ‘Red Hand’ mounted on the ‘Star of David’
under a royal crown. The link back to Israel should not go unnoticed.

FLAG OF ULSTER Province of Northen
Ireland.
Jerry is still a most common name in Ireland and in its affectionate abbreviated
form it honours the name of the old Biblical prophet, Jeremiah.

Jeremiah had with him Jacob’s Pillow (Gen 28:11), the Lia Fail or Stone of
Destiny or Stone of Scone, which was housed under the coronation seat of Irish
monarchs for many centuries. This stone was initially kept at Tara in Ireland,
where Irish kings were crowned. Then about the year 840 Celtic invaders
carried it off to Scotland where it was used in the coronation of the Scottish
kings. In 1296 the stone was captured by King Edward I and taken to England,
where it remained until the year 1996 when it was returned by the English to
Scotland.
Eventually, the Romans arrived in BC54 and England and Wales became a
provinces of Rome. The Romans built Hadrian’s Wall near the present day
English/Scottish border, to contain the warlike and troublesome Scots to the
north. They showed no desire for Ireland but instead built many towns and
fortifications across the English and Welsh country sides. They greatly
improved the road system. They swore allegiance to the Caesar in Rome and
continued their occupation for some 500 years during which period England
became Roman Catholic.
Yet there is an old English saying; ‘All Christian roads lead to England’. Is it
therefore possible that England, this relatively small island nation, would one
day play a major role in the worldwide propagation of the Gospel of the Lord
Jesus Christ?
Joseph of Arimathea was a wealthy disciple of the Lord Jesus. It was he who,
according the book of Matthew, asked Pontius Pilate for the body of Jesus, for
to bury it in his own private sepulchre (Matt 27:57-60). While Joseph is
mentioned also in parallel accounts in the three other gospels (Mk 15:43, Lk
23: 50-53, Jn 19:38), nothing further is again heard of him concerning his later
activities. However, again legend supplies us with a story where we find the
Apostle Philip, Lazarus, whom Jesus raised from the dead (Jn 12:1), Mary
Magdelene and others including Joseph of Arimathea on a missionary journey,
in the years following the crucifixion of Christ, to establish a Christian church in
the far off Roman province of Albion (ie England).
It is said that Joseph acquired his wealth from mining. This could be tin mining
in Cornwall and to Catholics Joseph is the patron saint of miners. Also legend
tells that in an earlier time Joseph may have brought the boy Jesus along with

him to England. This idea is supported by the lines of Blake’s famous hymn
‘Jerusalem’ which tells of Jesus: “And did those feet, in ancient time, walk upon
England’s mountains green?”
One will never know with absolute certainty that this was the case, but legends
in the Glastonbury area of England abound with tales of Jesus and Joseph
being in England for an extended period. The Bible is of course strangely silent
concerning the life of Jesus from ages 12 to 30, when he appeared to John the
Baptist to be baptized of water in the river Jordan. Where was He during this
eighteen year period? These are considered His silent years. Yet there is ample
evidence awaiting the researcher of those times to confirm that Jesus may
have been in England. It was from this small island that the many missionaries
travelled around the world preaching the Gospel of Christ, saving lost souls and
establishing churches.
Does England therefore have a special place in God’s programme? In due time
it converted from Catholicism to Protestantism upon the strength of the
Reformation in the late sixteenth century and the marital problems of King
Henry VIII. It was England that gave the world the scriptures in the common
language of the people, by way of the Authorised King James text in the year
1611, that allowed all peoples in that land to read the Word of God for
themselves and come to a personal understanding of God’s saving grace in the
Lord Jesus Christ.
Such was the historical setting of those times. Our forebears of yesteryear
would weep today if they witnessed the moral and spiritual decline in that
country and all peoples generally across the world. What a shame.

MACblog #20
Hi all, here is another MacBlog issue. I certainly hope the previous issues have
been informative and you may have learnt something new. I have not had any
feedback from anyone recently so I wonder if they are being read or left
unanswered in your In-Box. My email address is shown at the end so please
give thought and action a comment or two.
STAR CIRCLES
“The heavens declare the glory of God” (Psa 19:1). What a fantastic truism that
declaration is. It is difficult to look up at the night skies and not marvel at God’s
incredible handiwork. All moving parts, be they planets, comets or the stars
themselves follow an ordained pathway through the skies. God’s heavenly
declaration is there for all to see. Just as the dawn of the morning each day with
the rising Sun on the horizon is a constant daily reminder that God’s resurrected
Son wiIl come again, so too do star circles in the heavens remind us of God’s
glory and magnificence. In Joshua 20:11 we read that “in six days the Lord God
made heaven and earth, and all that in them is, and rested the seventh
day.........”. God’s entire creative works including all life forms and the
heavenly realm were completed in six literal 24 hour days. But here is
something you may want to consider:
Psa 8: 3,4 “ When I consider thy heavens, the works of thy fingers, the moon and
the stars, which thou hast ordained. What is man, that thou art mindful of him?
And the son of man, that thou visiteth him? What strikes me here is that God
used his fingers when he created the heavenly realm. What a mighty God we
serve. What strength in his fingers.
But then did you know that when on the cross paying the price for our sin and
contending with Satan he used his mighty right arm: Psa 89: 13 “Thou hast a
mighty arm, strong is thy hand and high is thy right hand”. His arms were
raised high on the cross. From this I obtain a mental picture of two people arm
wrestling. Sitting opposite one another across a table they grasp their right hands
together with elbows on a table. With clasped hands raised high and using the
strength of their right arms and hands, the two do battle. Many people have done
arm wrestling with friends and family. For them it was for fun but for God it

was dead serious. Such was the strength needed that his fingers alone were
inadequate, his fingers and his hand too were inadequate; only his entire self
represented by his strong right arm, his strong right hand and his stronger
‘world creating fingers’ would be needed. That is how God in Christ fought for
our salvation. Seemingly, God needed his very being to gain our salvation.

Star Circles may be seen in the picture. These have been produced with a timeexposure on a night camera with the lens being kept open for about 8 hours. The
circling stars travel across the heavens with the odd shooting star showing its
presence as well. My apologies for the vertical line to the right; this is an
unfortunate fold in the picture. However, it will be seen that the circling motion
is fixed about a specific star in the heavens. For the northern skies this star is
Polaris, the North Star, while there is no exact equivalent in the southern skies.
Hence it is good to learn where the Southern Cross is in the southern skies as a
possible guide.

From Polaris run an imaginary line down to the North Pole then through the
centre of the earth and out at the South Pole to the southern heavens. This
imaginary line represents the axis about which the entire heavenly realm rotates
each day. I want to emphasise that : “the entire heavenly realm rotates”. It never
changes.
Modern perceptions of the heavens requires a stationary sun and both an
orbiting and a rotating earth. Dual movements are ascribed to the earth but then
there is also the galactic orbital movement of the Milky Way of about 800,000
kph as a third motion and the after affect of the Big Bang (theory?) as a fourth
motion. Surprisingly, however, with all this movement there is generally not
much wind moving across the surface of the earth. This wind affect on a
moving body may be easily demonstrated; just stick your head out of a motor
car window with the vehicle doing 100 kph. Difficult to breathe? Certainly so!
Movement of air across the surface of the earth from an orbiting and rotating
earth alone would make those American hurricanes look puny by comparison.
For those believing in a moving earth they need to consider the associated
speeds through the heavens. If the earth rotates on an axis once a day then the
rotational speed would be 1,668 kph based on an earth diameter of 12,742
kilometres (Pi 22/7 x 12,742 /24= 1,668kph). For the orbital speed, consider the
distance to the sun at 93,000,000 miles x 2 x1.6 (to kilometres) plus diameter of
sun= 1,319,140 km=298,919,140km x Pi 22/7=939,460,154km/ 365,25 day per
annum=2,572,101 km per day / 24= 107,170 km per hour. Do you honestly
believe that as you now read this paper you are travelling at 107,170 kph? My
fellow blogger, if you so believe, then you are open to receive any other false
teaching out there. Besides the wind factor do you have any sensation of a
moving earth? I think not, so why then believe the earth is moving when it is
not? So, better, believe the word of God, rather than the opinions of man. If
such movements be true then life as we know it would not exist. This planet
would be an utter wasteland. Just look at Mars.
With the Earth to Sun distance of 148,800,000km supposedly known and used
as a base line it is claimed the distance to the stars using trigonometry may be
calculated. But such calculations would be based on a series of assumptions; 1)
an orbiting earth and 2) the Earth to Sun distance of 148,800,000 km. For a
central fixed stationary earth instead the baseline would be the diameter of the
earth being 12,742 km thereby reducing the size of the heavenly realm by a

factor of 23,250: being double the 148,800,000 earth to sun distance divided by
12,800.
So then when next outside viewing the heavens do so with a bit of proper
knowledge and understanding. See the handiwork of God. See it in his creative
works and see it in his redemptive works. Mal 1:11 “From the rising of the sun
even unto the going down of the same-----------”. The bible is clear; the sun does
the moving. Don’t be fooled into believing that the earth is turning and giving
the impression that the heavens are still.
As a last scripture reference I want to draw your attention to Jer 31:35-37 which
reads: Thus saith the Lord, which giveth the sun for a light by day and the
ordinances of the moon and of the stars for a light by night, which divideth the
sea when the waves thereof roar; the Lord of hosts is his name. (36) If those
ordinances depart from before me, saith the Lord, then the seed of Israel also
shall cease from being a nation before me forever. (37) Thus saith the Lord; if
heaven above can be measured, and the foundations of the earth searched out
beneath, I will cast off all the seed of Israel for all that they have done, saith the
Lord.
So then God is saying that he links the ordinances (regularly ordered
movements) of the heavens to the continued existence of the tiny state of Israel.
That’s right. Israel is God’s proof to you that He is in control. The repeated
attacks on that nation by the forces of darkness are an attack on the God of the
bible. He says that the heavens can’t be measured for if they could he would
cast off Israel. Any attempt to do so is to deny the authority of God and
undermine the credibility of the bible. Do not be led astray by modern day
scientists. Their agenda is an utter denial of God’s authority. Discard and
discount the sun centred system in favour of an earth centred system and the
heavens shrink dramatically, which then throws the whole understanding of the
natural world and the natural sciences into question and as a whole they would
need a complete revision.

MACblog #21
My, my how the weeks fly by. Here is another MACblog for your reading.
Please contact me should you want an explanation on any matter.
HIDDEN FIGURES
I recently watched a movie titled “Hidden Figures” covering the story of the
early days at NASA when all calculations for the launch and recovery of space
capsules were hand done by humans. This was in the 1960s, being before the
era of computers and leading up to the time that the USA placed their first
man, Allen Shepard, in space. It was only about 1963 that the first IBM
computer was installed in an especially constructed air-conditioned room,
about the size of an average 3 bed roomed house, at the Cape Canaveral
launch facility on the Florida coast. Today we use a laptops and ipads ; both
having a greater memory capacity than the original IBM computer. We can
thank the advances in telecommunication technologies that came out of the
space programme for the hand held smart phones and other computer devices
we use today. There was a need for small compact devices on board the space
capsules and there was an era when these devices did not exist.
At that time, the manned space capsules were being parachuted into the sea
after return entry through the Earth’s atmosphere, so the need for accuracy of
calculation was of utmost importance for the rescuing of the astronauts. A ship
was stationed at the pre-calculated position, usually in the Pacific off the
California coast, with a helicopter or two on standby with navy divers on board
to free the crew from the capsule once a safe sea landing had been achieved.
The one helicopter would rescue the crew while the other would recover the
capsule. The expectation was that the drop would occur in an approximate 20
square mile zone.

SPACE CAPSULE LANDING INTO THE SEA for
recovery by navy divers.

About the same time, the civil rights movement in the USA was gathering
momentum and the mixing of blacks and whites was frowned upon by
government; much like here in South Africa. As fate would have it, the main
mathematicians involved with making the launch and re-entry calculations
were two Afro-American ladies and this did not go down well with the all white
male department of mathematicians. There is thus a lot of interplay of
black/white relationships in the movie.
Now, what the movie conveniently does NOT tell concerns the supposed
moving planet earth; one that is in orbit about a fixed central sun. This
paradigm after all is what we have all been taught by the educational system
from primary to secondary to PHd level at university. However, no such
calculations would be possible with a moving earth as any such movement
would negate the prospect of actually making such calculations possible. All
NASA calculations could only have been relative to a fixed earth, not a moving
earth. This was unwittingly demonstrated in the movie with a blackboard
showing the re-entry trajectories under calculation.
If I posed that a vehicle was moving at 60kph between two fixed points set
10km apart then it would be possible to calculate the position of the vehicle at
any point and at any time of its progress between the two points. That’s simple
basic mathematics. You should not have to be a mathematical genius to do
such calculations. Agreed? But with a moving point of reference, such as a
moving Earth, another impossible dynamic is introduced.
As a cross check and by referring to Encyclopedia Brittannica as an esteemed
authority, under the section dealing with Predictions and Calculations of a
Solar Eclipse where it is written: “ For this purpose it is convenient first to
consider the Earth as fixed------------”. Well that’s just mind blowing. A fixed
earth for calculation purposes but a supposed rotating and orbiting earth in
reality. That’s daft indeed but that’s exactly what NASA were doing. By the
Encyclopedia’s own tacit admission, calculations for a moving earth cannot be
done. But then further it goes on to say “------and for the observer (to be)
looking out from its centre”. So seemingly, to do the calculations one must be
positioned mathematically at the centre of the earth, but then they
conveniently omit to mention that according to their own belief system that

centre point is moving at some 106,000kph in its orbit through the heavens
about the Sun. So I ask who is fooling whom?
Consider the speeds supposedly attained with a rotating earth at 1,667 kph
and orbital speed of 106,000kph. Are you conscious of any such movements?
Do you feel air rushing into your face, blowing your hair and disrupting your
breathing? Of course not, simply because the earth is stationary. Life as we
know it would not exist if the earth was in motion either by a function of
rotational or orbital movement.
In Eccl 1:4-7 we can see the contrast God presents between a 1) rising sun, 2)
blowing winds, 3) flowing rivers and 4) generations that come and go and an
earth which abideth (ie fixed, unmoving, stationary) forever. Further in Psalm
19:4-6 the Sun is likened to a bridegroom 1) coming out of his chamber, 2) as a
strongman to run a race, 3) whose going forth is from the end of heaven and 4)
his circuit (orbit) is unto the end of it. All features shown here denote
movement. Why then should we believe otherwise? Take note please of the
word ‘circuit’.
The Earth is thus at rest and the Sun is moving. Seems that God created an
Earth System and not a Solar System with the latter being an invention of the
mind of man. Better to believe the oracles of God than the opinions of man
because scientists will concoct any number of theories put forward as fact in
order to not believe what the bible states. Understandably their research
grants and jobs would be at risk.
Mal 1:11 “From the rising of the sun to the going down of the same------------”.
Gen 15:12 “----and when the sun was going down---------”.
Deut 16:6 “-------at the going down of the sun--------”.
All suggest the Sun is moving.
I have sixty-seven such scriptures all supporting a fixed earth and a moving
sun. These I can supply you on request should the subject generate an interest
for further study.
It was Albert Einstein who claimed that “Science and Christianity are best
friends when you believe in God’s Word”. Further, he stated “The more I study
science, the more I believe in God”. What a pity then that the church in general
chooses to totally ignore the science of the Bible.

Had God wanted to convey that the Sun was fixed and the Earth moving He
could have stated as such in the bible. He never does. All movements place the
Earth as fixed/unmoving with a moving Sun. Every day the Sun rises in the east,
moves through the heavens and sets in the west. That is what you see every
day. What you see is what you get. It also stands as a daily reminder that the
Lord is risen and will come again. To advance a different paradigm is to deny
the authority of God and His plan of salvation for mankind by the sacrifice of
His Son, the Lord Jesus.
As a side issue and this is something which I picked up on years ago but cannot
now find confirmation, is that the runway at the Upington Airport is purposely
built of extra length at 4,900 metres and reputed to be one of the longest
civilian runways in the world. Considered necessary both for a fully laden
Boeing 747 to take off in the heat of summer, outward bound in the 1970s, to
fly around the bulge of West Africa for Zurich with overflying rights being
denied this country by African countries to the north in their support for the
anti-Apartheid movement. This landing strip also doubles as an emergency
overfly landing strip for NASA once they had moved to their ‘spaceshuttle’
programme should they experience difficulty in the landing of the Discovery or
Enterprise ‘spaceshuttle’ vehicles on their side of the Atlantic. Likewise the
Hoedspruit Air force base adjacent to the Kruger National Park also doubles as
an emergency landing strip for NASA with a landing strip of similar length.

SPACE SHUTTLE landing
As a final point of interest, many years back I had occasion to visit a mine
outside Ottosdal in the North West Province. This mine has a deposit of
volcanic lava on site from which were being cut the heat protecting tiles that
fitted to the underside of both the early space capsules and the Discovery and
Enterprise Space Shuttles. Not bad for a country under embargo at the time by
the USA.

Presently, I understand the American Space Shuttle programme has been
shutdown following the tragic accident of Space Shuttle Columbia in 2003
which cost the lives of all seven astronauts. The shuttle disintegrated
16minutes before it was due to land at the Kennedy Space Centre at Cape
Canaveral. New space ventures are under presently consideration.
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SLIPPERY SLOPE of compromise
This year, on 30th Sept, marks the 80th anniversary of one of the most disastrous
blunders in human history. It was on this day in 1938 that Neville Chamberlain,
the then Prime Minister of the England, together with his counterparts from
France and Italy, met with Hitler in Munich, Germany, and without the
knowledge of Czechoslovakia agreed that an area of that country known as the
Sudetenland be given to Germany because the people were ethnically German
and spoke German as a first language.

Chamberlain returned to England to cheering crowds waving a piece of paper
of the agreement famously declaring ‘peace in our time’. Winston Churchill on
the other hand was horrified, declaring “we have suffered a great loss without
going to war”. In true Churchillian style he invoked some biblical imagery in
his condemnatory speeches predicting dark days ahead even quoting Dan 5:27
“thou art weighed in balances and found wanting”.
Hitler, in acquiring the Sudetenland, gained the massive Skoda Steelworks
which enabled Germany to increase its manufacture of tanks and artillery
pieces. Then, as being so typical of Hitler, he shortly thereafter seized all of
Czechoslovakia. Less than a year after the Munich agreement Hitler invaded

Poland on 3 Sept 1939 and the Second World War erupted. Little had
Chamberlain realised that his policy of appeasement would over the next 6
years lead to the death of an estimated 50 million people across the world.
So then, you may ask what is ‘appeasement’. The dictionary explains it as ‘the
policy of acceding to the demands of a potentially hostile nation in the hope of
maintaining peace.’
So what of the church? What lesson may be gained from George Santanyana’s
well known quote “those who do not remember the past are condemned to
repeat it” which seems most appropriate at this time when many may not have
learned the lessons of history? The words from Lk 14:31,32 bear testimony
here: “---what king going to make war against another king, sitteth not down
first and consulteth whether he be able with 10,000 to meet him that cometh
against him with 20,000? Or else while the other is yet a great way off, he
sendeth an embassage, and desireth conditions of peace”. Seems it would have
been better for Chamberlain to have confronted Hitler while he was still
militarily weak rather than his policy of appeasement and the gift of the Skoda
Steelworks which cost them so dearly in the end.
The church for its part stays silent of many issues and I would like to look at
three of these in their proper historical context.
1. The Reformation.
Following the invention of the printing press in 1440 by Johannes Gutenberg, a
German, many bibles were being printed and flooding into the Catholic domain.
These bibles were causing problems for the Catholic Church as readers could,
then for a first time, receive the Word of God in written form, without an
accompanying catechism; which through a series of questions and answers
sought to explain the scriptures to the reader. Catechisms are still used by that
church today.
Printing presses were destroyed if found. Yet on scanning the pages of a bible
Luther had found in the Wittenburg Castle Library the words of Rom 1:17 “the
just shall live by faith” caught his eye. He immediately understood that
Christianity was a matter of faith and the Pope in Rome was an unnecessary
agent between man and God.
However, in an insidious attempt to counter the newly founded reform
movement, the Catholic Church, through its Society of Jesus (aka the Jesuits),
sought to engender mistrust amongst the reformers by discrediting the Word of

God and causing doubt as to its divine authorship. This they achieved in the
realm of astronomy, of which subject the bulk of the population were totally
ignorant and in an age when most could hardly read nor write.
Martin Luther himself opposed the Catholic claim of a stationary sun centred
system with his declaration: “did not Joshua command the sun and moon to
stand still in the heavens?” (Jos 10: 11-14); implying that both the sun and
moon had to be moving for them to now stand still. Yet many latched onto this
concept of a central sun and orbiting earth in fear of the Catholic Church and its
dreaded Inquisition, where torture and death of heretics; those opposing the
doctrines of that church, was common practice. The Catholic Church, apart from
the Jesuits, at that time were biblically correct in upholding a fixed earth and
moving sun, but confusion in the ranks of the reformers through a lack of proper
teaching in due time saw this false cosmological model accepted into schools
and universities and today its worldwide acceptance is proclaimed as an
unquestionable scientific fact. Truth had slipped down the slippery slope of
appeasement. The reformers had the inspired authoritative Word of God to base
their beliefs on but instead opted to believe non-biblical sources; the opinions of
man. Seems, like Chamberlain, they gave the enemy the high-ground and
acceded to their teachings when a “thus sayeth the Lord” or a “it is written”
would have confirmed their beliefs on the Word of God.
In the book of Joshua 10:11-14 we read of an incident the likes of which has
never been repeated: vs 14 "and there was no day like that before it or after it---------". This incident was that both the sun and the moon stood still in the
heavens. Both were moving, and in answer to Joshua's prayer God gave
additional daylight to overcome their battle against the Amorites by stopping
the progress of the sun and moon through the heavens. By implication, both the
sun and moon were moving and God disrupted their ordained daily movements.
This correlates with what we see each and every day: a sun moving through the
heavens, not fixed as we have been told, and a moon also in motion; in orbit
about the earth. A parallel reference may be found in Hab 3:11 “---the sun and
moon stood still in their habitation------”.
The accepted understanding of the heavens is that the sun holds a fixed central
position and the earth orbits it once a year with itself rotating on an axis once a
day at a distance of 149 million kilometres. But as I have just shown, in the days
of Joshua the sun and moon were halted by God. The bible suggests movement
of these heavenly bodies, while modern science says the opposite. So then,
which is moving? : the Sun or the Earth?

What about the stars? Are they moving or stationary? Judges 5:20 states "the
stars in their courses------" also suggesting movement. There is also that grand
old hymn: “Great is Thy Faithfulness”, where the one line affirms what I am
saying, by stating:"sun, moon and stars in their courses above”. The writer of
this hymn could write that line as that was the common understanding of the
time: these heavenly objects are in motion and rightly so, no mention is made of
the earth, simply because it is unmoving and forms the centre of an ‘earth
system’. God created an Earth System not a Solar System.
At school we were taught that the stars are fixed and the phenomenon of star
circles in the heavens at night supposedly confirms a rotating earth; despite the
fact that no sensation of a moving earth is ever evident, except in the case of an
earthquake, which is a different consideration entirely. Further, with a moving
earth the sight of star circles produced by an orbiting earth about the sun would
greatly exceed that produced by the earth’s supposed rotational speed. Compare
the presumed speeds: the earth is supposedly orbiting the sun 63 times faster
than its turning on an axis.
2. The Astronomers
It was Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler and Newton, with later help from Albert
Einstein,that put the devil's lies forward as fact and the church of that time stood
silent in ignorance and could not counter. Ever since, the church has been remiss
in its teaching of bible science. This allowed Einstein to announce his
Theories of General and Special Relativity early in the 20th century to
specifically oppose those scientists in the late 1800s who had by scientific
experimentation concluded that it was the sun that moved and not the earth. To
them, the earth was fixed, stationary, unmoving. Regrettably, such truths are
neither taught by the educational system nor the church in this modern age. Our
youth receive an anti-God of the Bible teaching instead and they lose their grasp
of Christian fundamentals. Accordingly, again the church slipped down the
slippery slope of appeasement.
Nicholas Copernicus was greatly influenced by the teachings of Plato, the Greek
philosopher, who in accordance with his pagan beliefs placed the sun at the
centre of a solar system. To the Greeks the sun represented Zeus, their great
God, and the planets represented lesser gods moving around him in an attitude of
subservience. Copernicus founded his cosmological model not on astronomical
observations but rather on mythological presuppositions. He

considered his heavenly order of easier understanding with the planets spread
out at ever increasing distances from a central sun.
Galileo in turn, following his study of the stars and planets, concluded that as the
moons of Jupiter circled the mother planet so too did our earth and moon circle
the sun. Galileo is credited as being the first person to use the newly invented
telescope for the study of the heavens, but his gripe did not concern
‘correct astronomy’. Rather at every opportunity he contended with the Catholic
Church authorities, including the Pope, concerning the heavenly realm, knowing
full well that they had minimal knowledge of a moving or stationary sun.
Galileo wanted to break the church’s control of their daily lives and realised that
the central sun system offered him an opening to this end.
Kepler on the other hand was a mathematician and he sought a mathematical
construction for his model; concluding that the secrets of the heavens lay in the
study of mathematical shapes known as ‘perfect solids’, which he theoretically,
so as to bamboozle his audience, positioned in the spaces between the various
planets. Not only did this all fall flat when the planets Neptune and Uranus were
later discovered it also showed the confused mind of the man at a time when his
mother was condemned by the Dutch authorities for witchcraft. He is
nonetheless credited as being the writer of the first Sci-Fi novel, which sees him
travelling to the moon (by rocket) to visit the ‘daemons’ (not the demons of the
bible) who inhabited the dark parts of the moon which he claimed were swamps.
These lunar inhabitants had the ability to move between the earth and
moon at times of eclipses by travelling to the earth in the shadow so cast by the
moon upon the earth during a solar eclipse and returning to the moon at the time
of a lunar eclipse. The world of course has never denounced Kepler as a
crackpot: instead he is held in high esteem as one of the greatest astronomers of
all time. Again the church appeased and compromised its position allowing nonbiblical teaching to take root.
Sir Isaac Newton was a religious man who had great love for the Old
Testament. As a supposed Christian he nevertheless held to dubious beliefs by
denying the deity of Christ (Jesus being God in the flesh) which in modern
parlance would make him a Jehovah Witness. For his model then he turned to
the scriptures and considered the tabernacle in the wilderness with its central
sacrificial fire and 12 candlesticks standing roundabout as being representative
of the heavens with a central sun.

Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler and Newton: four astronomers of the middle ages
(15th to 17th centuries) on whom the whole world today hangs their astronomical
understanding of the heavens, all ascribed to the discipline of a central sun for
differing reasons. Kepler of course articulated his beliefs as ‘laws’ which were
considered inviolate (that which cannot be transgressed or dishonoured). It’s
that old cultish propaganda all over again; just accept what Kepler’s Laws say,
as you personally are not qualified to espouse otherwise. Its that ‘leave your
brain at the door’ mentality. Those promoting a central sun system of the
heavens do not want the matter discussed in open forum as the inadequacies of
their system will be soon exposed. Palaeontologists similarly claim their
audience is ill-equipped to understand evolutionary processes as only they have
the necessary knowledge.
Read Eccl: 1:4-7 "One generation passeth away, and another generation
cometh: but the earth abideth forever. The sun also ariseth and the sun goeth
down and hasteth to his place where he arose. The wind goeth towards the south
and turneth about to the north, it twirleth about continually, and the wind
returneth again according to his circuits. All rivers run into the sea ; yet the sea
is never full, unto the place from whence the rivers come, thither they return
again”.
The word ‘abide’ means to stay, remain, continue and dwell. There is the
contrast presented here; as life moves from one generation to the next, and as
the sun rises and sets each day and as the winds blow back and forth and as all
rivers run into the sea, such movements are all contrasted to an earth that
abideth forever (fixed/unmoving/stationary). Another supporting reference is
Psa 19:4-6 where the sun is likened to a bridegroom 1) coming out of his
chamber and he rejoices as a strongman 2) to run a race, whose 3) going forth
is from the end of heaven and 4) his circuit unto the end of it. These 4 functions
all suggest movement.
For those believing in a moving earth they need to consider the associated
speeds through the heavens. If the earth rotates on an axis once a day then the
speed would be 1,666 kph at the equator. If the earth is in orbit once a year
about the sun, then the speed is 106,000kph. With these speeds how do the GPS
satellites keep pace with the earth? In like manner, how does the manned
International Space Station keep pace? Such manmade un-tethered appendages
would soon be left far behind never to again return to this planet. Further, the
pro-evolutionary community claims a Galactic third speed of 800,000kph, as

well as an unknown fourth speed resulting from the Big Bang. Yet with all that
movement there is generally not much wind outside. Any axial turning of the
earth would generate a massive airflow across the surface of our planet to the
extent that life as we know it would not exist. Imagine a hurricane with a speed
of 1,666kph. This would dwarf the American hurricanes by comparison.
Of course speed converts to time, and time, especially long periods of time
(assume any multi-millions of years of time as may suit you) enabled Charles
Darwin’s evolutionary theories to become scientific facts. The theory of
evolution became the cornerstone of man’s new belief system and the bible was
relegated to the ‘scrapheap’ as science had shown it to be in error. And again
the church remained silent and slipped further down the slippery slope; ignoring
the foundational scientific truths of scripture especially concerning the flood of
Noah and the sedimentary evidence it left behind. This was in spite of the fact
that at the time of Darwin other church ministers like William Buckland, John
Fleming, John Pye Smith and Cyrus Scofield all played down the evidence for
the flood of Noah in favour of an explanation supporting evolutionary
processes. Cyrus Scofield at this time promoted his ‘Gap Theory’, which still
holds sway today, although being utterly untenable by biblical persuasion.
In October 2017, the USA witnessed a coast to coast eclipse of the sun. From
the state of Oregon in the northwest to the Carolinas in the southeast, millions
of Americans, as well as many international visitors, turned out to witness the
spectacle. Unfortunately, so sun-struck were they that they failed to understand
and appreciate the real truth of the unfolding event; which simply demonstrated
that with the earth rotating on an axis as per the accepted teaching,
then the shadow of the eclipsed sun would have fallen in the opposite direction
(from east to west). That, after all, is basic logic. But then basic logic
is not their strong point. Their opposition to the bible remains paramount as this
whole matter has to do with the denial of truth of the scriptures.
All eclipses occur generally in a west/northwest to east/southeast direction or a
south/southeast to north/northeast, depending on the position of the moon in
relation to the earth at the time of the eclipse. This is because the moon is
rotating anticlockwise (east to west) about the Earth and the shadow falls in the
opposite clockwise direction. It rises in the east and sets in the west. For the sun
then, it visibly moves on the horizon from a southern to a northern position or
node and back, during the course of the year. This may be confirmed by
personal daily observation of the position of the sun in the heavens at dawn.

It must nevertheless be understood that the scientific community will never ever
accept a ‘fixed earth’ centred system, because this is supported by the bible.
This then moves the argument from the scientific to the religious. There is just
no way that they will admit they are in error and the bible correct. The very
thought of the scriptures being correct horrifies them. For them it is better to
continually espouse new scientific nonsense and stay true to their government
sponsored financial grants than to confess the truth. For me however it is better
to believe the oracles of God than the opinions of man.
A search of history after the onset of the Protestant Reformation in the year 1517
following Martin Luther opposing by protest the corrupt practices of the Catholic
Church, will show that church losing much ground to the proclamation of
the gospel. In due time this new Protestant movement became firmly
established in Germany, Switzerland, England, Scotland, Holland and the four
Nordic countries and later in the newly founded American colonies after 1620.
A point of interest here is that Roman Catholicism was outlawed from the
original American colonies as it was considered evil. Most settlers to the new
American colonies were escaping the scourge of Catholicism in Europe after the
experience of the St Bartholomew’s Day Massacre in France when upwards of
20,000 French Huguenot Christians were slaughtered by Catholic mobs being
inspired by the then Pope and they did not want Catholicism in their new found
settlements in America. In due time however with the arrival of (catholic) Irish
children to be slaves in the cotton and tobacco fields, such religion gained a
foothold. Today, immigrant Moslems are welcomed into that country despite the
recognised dangers of their religious beliefs.
Our ‘world view’ then should begin with bible sciences to which all people can
relate. The bible starts with the 6 days of Creation and the origin of the sun,
moon and stars in Gen 1:16 which should be taught in the context of biblical
creation. Evolution should be taught as being totally untenable. After that, we
should teach the 'fall of man' and his need of a 'saviour', the Lord Jesus Christ.
First the bad news of Genesis, ie the fall of man into sin, followed by the good
news of the Gospel, the provision of a saviour / redeemer and a new life in
Christ. Also by starting in Genesis, we honour the respected bible law of ‘first
mention’.
3. Charles Darwin
Of course to take this issue a step further is to consider the arrival of Charles
Darwin onto the scene in 1859, proclaiming that man had descended from the
apes over periods of multi-millions of years. He in turn was so grateful that the

sun-centred solar system afforded him the long periods of time he needed for
his evolutionary theories to become scientific fact.
The world then discarded the doctrines of creation by Jesus Christ, the Creator.
Science had shown the bible to be incorrect. Evolution became the new vogue.
The model of the heavens changed with the sun centrally positioned and a
moving (both rotating and orbiting) earth. The church sat back in ignorance and
this ignorance continues today. Again it slipped down the slippery slope of
appeasement and disbelief in the scriptures.
At this point it is appropriate to observe the Apostle Paul’s approach when in
Athens, a city wholly given to idolatry. In Act 17 Paul firstly meets the Jews in
the synagogue and preaches unto them Jesus and the resurrection. This he could
do because they believed in a Creator God (17) but to the Stoics and Epicureans
they considered he spoke of strange gods (18) and accused him of being a
babbler because of what he preached. Later at the Aeropagus they enquired after
the ‘new life doctrine’(19) of which Paul spoke. In verse 22 Paul then preached
to these doubters the gospel message through to verse 32 and he started with the
creation story and ended with the resurrection of the dead. First the proper
foundation of creation and then the gospel message.
So who are the modern day Stoics and Epicureans? Well in that age they were
the philosophers, the educated, the thinkers, those who were great on
philosophy but false in theology and those who believed in the good things of
life. Its party time! Eat drink and be merry! Much like today; things haven’t
really changed. They know better than the scriptures. Why bother with church,
God is a God of Love and ‘when we all get to heavens-------------’ and God
won’t send anyone to hell. Sounds familiar? Sorry, but you are already hell
bound because of your trespasses and sin and Jesus is offering you a way out of
your destiny of hell.
In 1880, the British parliament sanctioned an updating of the King James Bible
to accommodate new advances in science (ie evolution) and this lead to the
publishing in 1973 of the NIV bible and many other similar modern day
translations have followed; all of which in some way or other change to words
of God. All things are no longer created by him but through him as if Jesus was
now the agent of creation. These are corrupt counterfeit copies of God’s Holy
Word and should be denounced as such; being branded as unfit for general
Christian consumption. But the church instead accommodates these corrupt
bible versions and once again slipped down the slippery slope of appeasement.
It allowed the opinions of man to exceed the Word of God.

From the nailing by Martin Luther of his 95 objections to the Castle church door
in 1517 to the purchase of a modern day bible translation from a local bookshop
500 years later, the understanding of the mechanical workings of the heavenly
realm and its impact upon the Christian faith has been ignored. Sadly, this trend
will persist into the future as man continues to teach his doctrines at the expense
of the oracles of God.
Will the church continue to ignore the scientific stance of the scriptures? Will it
remain silent? If its track record is anything to go by then it will and it will slip
further down the slippery slope of appeasement, compromise and concession.
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